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Abstract

Tumor Cell Migration and Interaction with ECM and Stroma in 3D Tissue Models

Chang Liu
2022

Tumors are often described as ”wounds that do not heal”. Tumor progression and wound
healing both feature sustained proliferative signaling, evasion from immune destruction,
cell death resistance, inflammation, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix(ECM) remodeling,
and activated cell migration. Unlike normal wound healing which often ends up with
restored tissue homeostasis, pathological ECM remodeling is frequently implicated in fi-
brotic diseases and solid tumors. In addition, the dysregulated ECM signatures are directly
associated with poor prognosis and also immunotherapy failure in certain types of cancers.
In this dissertation, we used 3D in vitro cocultures to understand how tumor cells co-op
with stromal/immune components, how ECM remodeling is hijacked, and how ECM ar-
chitecture impacts tumor progression.

We first investigated the impact from fibroblasts. Fibroblasts are the most abundant
cell types in the tumor stroma. The density of cancer-associated fibroblasts(CAFs) has
been shown directly correlated with poor prognosis in some types of solid tumors. To un-
cover potential mechanisms behind the quantitative relationship between CAFs and tumor
dissemination, we developed our coculture model by varying the density ratios between
normal human lung fibroblasts and breast cancer cells(MDA-MB-231s). We found that
fibroblasts increase tumor cell motility and facilitate the transition from confined to dif-
fusive tumor cell motions, indicative of an uncaging effect. Furthermore, the ECM is
globally and locally remodeled substantially with the presence of fibroblasts. Moreover,
these fibroblast-mediated phenomena are in part dependent on matrix metalloproteinases.

We then investigated the impact from macrophages. In this study, we developed a 3D
collagen co-culture system to mimic the melanoma microenvironment and investigate how
interactions between melanoma cancer cells, fibroblasts, and macrophages shape the early
stages of macrophage immune activity. In this in vitro model, we captured the macrophage
immunosuppressive transition. Macrophages in the model displayed increased motil-
ity and acquired a phenotype that similar to tumor associated macrophages(TAMs) from
melanoma tumors. This model may provide a platform for further studies on TAMs tar-
geted immune therapy in melanoma.

In the end, we investigated the impact of ECM architecture in tumor progression. Re-
construction of a biomimetic scaffold is critical in 3D in vitro models. Here we introduce
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a new type of thick collagen bundles that highly mimic in vivo ECM structure. We fabri-
cated this type of thickened collagen bundles by introducing mechanical agitation during
the transient gelation process. Thickened collagen patches are interconnected with loose
collagen network, highly resembling collagen architecture in human skin scars. This type
of thickened collagen bundles promotes tumor cell dissemination. The effect is signifi-
cantly augmented at the presence of fibroblasts. The application of this type of collagen
triggers different morphology and migration behaviors of tumor cells and highlights the
importance of mesoscaled architectures.

Overall, this dissertation investigated the roles of stromal and non-stromal components
in tumor progression through 3D in vitro models. The coculture models established in this
dissertation may be further extended to test novel therapeutics targeted at CAFs, TAMs or
ECM architecture.
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Glaube an Gott. Verzweifle an ihm. Verwirf alle Philosophie. Laß dir vom Arzt einen
Magenkrebs ansagen und wisse: es sind nur noch vier Jahre, und dann ist es aus. Glaub
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Das ändert nichts, ich weiß. Du erlebst es ja zum ersten Mal. Für dich ist es Neuschnee,
der da liegt. Es ist aber keiner, und diese Entdeckung ist zuerst sehr schmerzlich. In
Polen lebte einmal ein armer Jude, der hatte kein Geld, zu studieren, aber die Mathematik
brannte ihm im Gehirn. Er las, was er bekommen konnte, die paar spärlichen Bücher, und
er studierte und dachte, dachte für sich weiter. Und erfand eines Tages etwas, er entdeckte
es, ein ganz neues System, und er fühlte: ich habe etwas gefunden. Und als er seine kleine
Stadt verließ und in die Welt hinauskam, da sah er neue Bücher, und das, was er für sich
entdeckt hatte, das gab es bereits: es war die Differentialrechnung. Und da starb er. Die
Leute sagen: an der Schwindsucht. Aber er ist nicht an der Schwindsucht gestorben.

Am merkwürdigsten ist das in der Einsamkeit. Daß die Leute im Getümmel ihre
Standard-Erlebnisse haben, das willst du ja gern glauben. Aber wenn man so allein ist
wie du, wenn man so meditiert, so den Tod einkalkuliert, sich so zurückzieht und so ver-
sucht, nach vorn zu sehen . dann, sollte man meinen, wäre man auf Höhen, die noch keines
Menschen Fuß je betreten hat. Und immer sind da Spuren, und immer ist einer dagewesen,
und immer ist einer noch höher geklettert als du es je gekonnt hast, noch viel höher.

Das darf dich nicht entmutigen. Klettere, steige, steige. Aber es gibt keine Spitze. Und
es gibt keinen Neuschnee.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: tumor microenvironment

1.0.1 Tumorigenesis is both genetic and stochastic

It has been widely acknowledged that the arise of tumor microenvironment intrinsically

comes from genomic instability and accumulative oncogenic mutations. These mutations

are inherited, triggered by environmental stress or from DNA replication errors[1]. In this

sense, tumorigenesis is both genetic and stochastic. The stochastic side comes from the

environmental stress. From the angle of etiology, environmental stress can either comes

from physical factors for example radiation, chemicals or from infectious agents such as

viruses or bacteria, even fungi. Other factors such as metabolism dysregulation, psychol-

ogy or age-related degeneration also often elevates the potential risks.

However, the genetic side is even more complicated. Since Brian J Druker first time

applied imatinib that targeted Abk1 kinases in chronic myelogenous leukemia in 1996 and

achieved great success back then, mapping the genetic cancer dependency has been in

the center of stage for years. With ongoing efforts, so far 89 molecule-targeting drugs(in

association with 33 types of cancers) have been approved by FDA. Almost 60% of the

molecules are targeting enzymes such as tyrosine kinases(27% of total) or transmembrane

receptors(12% of total). However, among the 89 approved drugs, 40 drugs are targeted

at leukemia, 28 for lymphoma, 27 for breast cancer and 17 for lung cancers. Most of
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the cancers have less than 10 available drugs or even none[2]. But how many drugs we

need to tackle one cancer? Many. To take chronic myelogenous leukemia for exam-

ple, the most widely used therapy R-CHOP takes a combination of 5 drugs – rituximab,

cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin hydrochloride, vincristine and prednisolone. FDC(fixed-

dose combination) tablets are used by pharmaceutical companies to allow cocktail therapy.

Hence, we have very limited drugs at hand tackling most of the cancers.

To make things worse, new drug development is extremely long and expensive. One

single drug from bench to market normally takes around 10 to 15 years in average in-

cluding 3-5 years drug screening, pre-clinical toxicity tests, 3 stages of clinical trials and

then the final regulatory approval. The cost is about US$1.8 billion for one new molecule

entity[3]. From 2011-2020 period, oncology area consistently had the lowest success tran-

sition rate (5.3%) from phase I to approval, with only 5.3% successful transition, which

means around 100 drugs that entered clinical trials only 5 drugs pass the approval. Besides,

half of the successful drugs that are hematologic and all solid tumors combined account

for the other 50% (of the 5.3%). Due to the extreme long development cycle, current

drugs in circulation are mostly based on molecule hallmarks investigated back to 10 to 20

years ago. There is a huge time gap between what we know and what we have. For ex-

ample, the role of MKK4(Mitogen-Activated Protein kinase kinase4) has been intensively

investigated around 2007, but so far none MKK4 inhibitor has entered market yet.

While we are extremely short of effective weapons, our recent findings show that our

enemies are overwhelmingly strong. In fact, each tumor harbors an average of 3000 mu-

tations compared with normal cells from the same person. Within that pool of mutations,

around 120 to 140 “cancer driver” genes have been identified, in which 71 classified as tu-

mor suppressors and 54 oncogenes[4, 5]. In light of the complexity, one recent work[6]has

recommended prioritization of 628 targets (92 pan-cancer and 617 cancer-type specific tar-

gets)based on analysis from 18,009 genes in 339 cancer cell lines.

There seems to be a beam of hope that we can eventually map out the genetic de-
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pendence of all cancers. However, 628 molecule targets prioritized, with each drug costs

around $1 billion and 10 years development cycle. These numbers together still sound

terrifying. In fact, my whole Ph.D. is shrouded by these unbelievably daunting and disap-

pointed facts and the doubt whether cancer is curable. And unfortunately tumorigenesis is

just a beginning.

1.0.2 Heterogeneity, heterogeneity, heterogeneity

Last chapter summarizes our current exploration in molecular hallmarks and current status

in the war against tumor, from a viewpoint of drug development . However, if we zoom in

and focus on the tumor niche, the actual battlefield in our body, things are actually beyond

the scope of molecular level. Tumor cells are not only able to proliferate without control,

evade immune surveillance, and metastasize, they also hijack would healing process, re-

model ECM, induce angiogenesis thus creating an entire microenvironment that recruits,

transforms, mobilizes originally innocent stromal cells and reinforce the vicious cycle.

Thus, tumor microenvironment is as critical as tumor cells by themselves.

The high involvement of stromal cells lead to the first fact – tumor environment is

highly tissue-specific. To take melanoma and breast cancer researched in this thesis for

example, melanoma microenvironment involves melanocytes, keratinocytes, dermal fi-

broblasts whereas breast carcinoma involves luminal cells, adipocytes, myoepithelial cells

and breast fibroblasts. Not only the difference exists in the types of stromal cells. In ad-

dition, fibroblasts are highly plastic, contextual and heterogeneous and consists of distinct

subpopulations[7]. ECM structure and composition is highly organ-specific as well[8].

Therefore, the mechanism established from the observation of one cancer may not be ap-

plied to another at all. One classic example is that, breast cancer is intensively investigated

and the stiffness of breast tissue is often linked to the poor prognosis of breast cancer.

Intensive research with breast cancer cell lines suggest that stiffness triggers epithelial-
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mesenchymal transition, promotes cancer cell migration[9]. However, this does not hold

true for ovarian cell lines. Breast cancer cell line spread out and migrate faster in rigid

substrate[10]meanwhile ovarian cell line stretch out and move more on soft substrate.

They also have distinct preferred metastasis sites. Breast cancer cells favor lung, brain and

bones. Ovarian cancer cells prefer soft omentum[11, 12].

Tumor microenvironment does not only vary from organ to organ. Even in one tissue,

there can be many cancer subtypes that requires varied treatment strategies. Breast cancer

can be roughly categorized into subtypes such as luminal A, luminal B, human epidermal

growth factor receptor 2(HER) enriched, basal like or triple negative. These subtypes

are associated with very distinct patterns of metastasis and prognosis. In Chapter3 and

Chapter5, two types of breast cell lines were used and their differences will be addressed

in details then.

Not only tumor cells demonstrate highly heterogeneity, fibroblasts[13] and macrophages[14]

in TME(tumor microenvironment) are highly plastic as well. Senescent fibroblasts have

distinct secretion profile with normal fibroblasts[15]. Normal fibroblasts can be activated

in cancer environment and promote cancer metastasis in return[16]. The role of fibroblasts

will be extended in next section of chapter1. Chapter3 elucidates how fibroblast facilitate

tumor cells leakage by opening ECM.

The population of macrophages are equally, or even more, diverse. In fact, there is

a spectrum of macrophages polarizations depending on their molecule signatures[17]. In

in vitro macrophage cultures, inactivated bone marrow derived macrophages(BMDM) are

annotated as M0, whereas “classically activated macrophages” as M1 and “alternatively

activated macrophages” as M2. M1 is associated with anti-tumor and pathogen behaviors

and more implicated in tissue damage, multiple sclerosis, stroke and spinal cord injury

etc. However, M2 are usually considered as “pro-inflammatory” and excessive M2 usually

cause fibrosis or asthma. In the chapter 4 of thesis, we established an in vitro tumor model

that recapitulates the entire evolutional process on how M0, M1 and M2 macrophages all
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converge into one M2-like phenotype that resembles macrophages collect from in vivo

melanoma. The detailed introduction to macrophages will be covered then.

In addition to cellular component, the ECM structure complexity also compounds

many of observations to tumor microenvironment. The densified extracellular matrix

(ECM) in tumor niche provides mechanical scaffold support and environmental cues and

is tightly associated with tumor progression and metastasis. Thickened collagen fibers in

perpendicular alignment with the tumor boundary, termed as “Tumor Associated Collagen

Signatures” is found to promote breast cancer cell migration[18], also the malignant breast

cancer cell phenotype can be partially reversed by manipulating tumor environment[9].As

a “reservoir” of signaling molecules, the dynamic turnover of ECM is also contributing

tumor metastasis by releasing stimulants such as TGF-β[19]. Stiffness or steric structures

of ECM can also impact tumor cell behaviors through cytoskeleton associated signaling

pathways. As one of the key components in a series of tissues, uncontrolled ECM remod-

eling can lead to serious pathological conditions such as pulmonary fibrosis, liver cirrhosis

etc[20]. From what has been discussed, it is not hard for us to conclude that tumor mi-

croenvironment is highly heterogeneous and context-dependent.

1.0.3 Entanglement of chemistry and mechanics

If tumor microenvironment is a battlefield by analogy, we have introduced so far the

main types of soldiers researched in this thesis, including tumor cells, fibroblasts, and

macrophages and their associated signatures. We also briefly discussed the role of extracel-

lular matrix(ECM), the stronghold seized and even revamped by these soldiers. This sec-

tion is dedicated to discussing the communication between these “military units” and how

they synergistically contribute to the tumor progression. In TME, intensive communica-

tions exist between tumor cells-fibroblasts, macrophages-tumor cells and also fibroblasts-

macrophages, both biochemically and biomechanically. The interaction between each pair
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is summarized as below.

Fibroblast and tumor cells: fibroblasts identified in the TME is usually activated.

These activated fibroblasts are called cancer associated fibroblasts(CAFs). CAFs have

distinct secretion profiles in comparison with normal human fibroblast. CAFs can pro-

duce a series of growth factors or cytokines such as TGF-β, HGF, FGF, NGF, IGF etc.

that stimulate cancer cell migration and proliferation. Meanwhile, normal fibroblasts can

demonstrate phenotypic features of CAFs with TGFβ induction whereas tumor cells have

elevated secretion levels of a series of cytokines including TGFβ[21]. CAFs can drive

cancer cell migration by means of E-cadherin/N-cadherin adhesion[22]and also by tearing

open collagen fibers, thus creating space for cancer cells to migrate through[23].

Macrophages and tumor cells: Tumor associated macrophages are highly involved in

tumor progression. In the initial stage of tumor formation, macrophages participate as key

mediators in chronic inflammation through IFN-γ, IL-6 and TNF-α secretion. In addition,

TAM can also secret growth factors and cytokines that generate a mutagenic environment

and promote mutations in normal cells. The mutated cells often recruit other inflammatory

cells and exacerbate the inflammation and lead to a vicious cycle[24]. When tumor mi-

croenvironment is established, TAM promote directional tumor migration through CSF-1

and EGF, osteonectin(SPARC), cathepsin protease and TGF-β secretion[25]. TAM also

participated in angiogenesis by targeting at vascular endothelial cells[? ]. TAMs are often

associated with immunosuppression in tumor microenvironment. For example, TAMs are

able to suppress CD8+ T cell and NK cell functions by secreting Arg-1 (digest L-arginin)

, triggering the apoptosis of these cytotoxic cells[26]. TAMs are in the center position of

the immunosuppression and extravasation and colonization at secondary metastasis site.

Macrophages and fibroblasts: The interaction of between macrophages and fibrob-

lasts are often intensively researched in wound healing, tissue regeneration. Modeling

work has shown that macrophages and fibroblasts can form a stable cell circuit due to

local growth factors exchange[27]. However, as tumor environment often hijacked the
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wound healing pathway and tissue fibrosis is linked to tumor progression. The interaction

between macrophages and fibroblasts is equally important in tumor microenvironment.

M2 polarized macrophages promote fibrogenic activities of human dermal fibroblasts in

an in vitro tumor model[28]. And also cytokines secreted by macrophages such as TGF-β,

IFN-γ, and IL-4 all directly regulate collagen synthesis by fibroblasts. CAFs and TAMs

also have been found to interact through CSF1-CSF1R axis in TME[29]. FAP+ CAFs can

recruited CCR2+ myeloid cells by CCL2 secretion[30]. CAFs are also primary source of

CXCL14 which stimulates monocyte migration[31]. Mechanically, dynamic fibroblasts

can attract macrophages from hundreds of micrometers away in fibrillar collagen[32].

ECM remodeling: Tumor cells, macrophages, and fibroblasts all are ECM remodel-

ers. Tumor cell often remodel local ECM by pulling and aligning collagen fibers. Tumor

cell clusters are able to break base membrane by MMPs secretion. M2 macrophages can

degrade collagen through a mannose mediated signaling pathway. Specific subpopulation

of macrophages are also able to produce collagen[33]. Fibroblasts are highly contractile

and fibrogenic and are the main builder of ECM. CAFs are the major player that secrete

and modify ECM composition[34] and the primary source of collagen(I, IV, V and VI).

CAFs respond to ECM stiffness and remodel collagen by LOX or MMPs related pathways.

1.0.4 Tumor progression and wound healing

Tumors are often described as “wounds do not heal”. Normal acute wound healing in

healthy adults usually include rapid homeostasis, inflammation, ECM remodeling, full

re-epithelization, angiogenesis and nerve regeneration. Unlike normal wound healing

that tissue restores homeostasis, tumor progression usually end up with reactive stroma

featured with prolonged inflammation, dysregulated ECM structures, breach of basement

membrane and leakage of tumor cells into circulation system.

In fact, recent finding 2.1 have suggested that the hallmarks of cancer are also the
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Figure 1.1: The hallmarks of the cancers are also the hallmarks of wound healing

hallmarks of wound healing[35]. Both wound healing and tumor progression involves

sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth factors, avoiding immune destruction,

inflammation, resisting to cell death, activated invasion and metastasis. The only driving

factors differentiating tumor progression from normal wound repair is the genomic mu-

tations and immortality. It is likely that tumor progression is intrinsically human body’s

natural response to an immortal population. Under this hypothesis, we can reconstruct

the stages of tumor progression based on the normal wound healing process as followed

2.2. In tumor progression, driver mutations initialize the neoplasia. The inflammation

may occur as a result of tumor cell populations expansion as a result of local denutrition,

hypoxia or necrosis. Fibroblasts were then activated as a result of elevated macrophages

infiltration. The activated fibroblasts and expanding cell population soften local tissue and

gradual degradation of ECM, which incurs the collective migration of stroma cells moving

towards the tumor niche. The mobilization of stromal tissues and continuously activated

wound healing pathways trigger the enlargement of tumor and angiogenesis.
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Figure 1.2: The hallmarks of the cancers are also the hallmarks of wound healing

Following this hypothesis, the ideal cancer treatment is to uncouple the hijacked wound

healing process and restore the proper tissue homeostasis. Previously, most focus have

been on biochemical crosstalk2.3within tumor microenvironment(TME). Here we are more

interested in mechanical interactions (TME)2.4. Mechanical interactions on local scale

can be categorized into five types including (1) adhesions based collagen fiber binding,

usually integrins or syndecans are involved (2) myosin II based fiber alignment and con-

traction (3) Lysyl oxidase(LOX) based collagen crosslinking (4) MMPs and uPARAP me-

diated collagen degradation (5) ECM deposition. These interactions usually happen on

the cell periphery and have attracted wide attentions. Another type of mechanical interac-

tions, which is termed as paratensile signaling is often less discussed. Previous research

has shown that mammary acini(with structural integrity compromised) rapidly disorga-

nize during collagen mediated mechanical interaction[36]. Dynamic fibroblasts can attract

macrophages from hundreds of micrometers away through collagen[37]. Most recent re-

search has shown that myofibroblast can activate fibroblasts through paratensile signaling
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Figure 1.3: Biochemical crosstalks in tumor niche

through fibrous matrix mediated transmission[38]. These reports together may suggest the

existence of long range force mediated signal transmission. However, when and whether

the force mediated signal transmission dominate biochemical interactions are not known.

Based on above challenges faced in anti-tumor therapies and also observations, this

dissertation established a series of in vitro tumor models focusing on the role of fibroblasts,

macrophages and ECM architecture, in the hope that these observations will lend more

insights in novel anti-cancer therapies.

1.0.5 Novelty

Most previous cancer research have been investigating the biochemical interactions of the

tumor microenvironment and different therapeutic strategies have been proposed hitherto.

However, most of these strategies are based on observations with cancer cell populations

cultured in 2D assays. These 2D assays often fail to recapitulate the complicated tumor

microenvironment and the interactions between tumor cells with stromal components. In
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Figure 1.4: Mechanical crosstalks in tumor niche

fact, as last chapter suggested, the tumor progression is possibly an immortal cell popula-

tion convoluted with the wound healing process. In this sense, proper 3D models are nec-

essary to investigate the dynamic tumor progression in vitro and advanced cancer therapy

should take into consideration of the stromal components and the physical environment. In

this dissertation, we developed several 3D models and focused on the major components

shared by wound healing and tumor progression including fibroblasts, macrophages and

ECM from the mechanical aspect.

Our first project focused on fibroblasts. Cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are asso-

ciated with poor prognosis of different cancers[39, 40] etc. Previous fibroblast coculture

models mainly focused on the biochemical crosstalks between cancer cells and fibroblasts,

for example, one has suggested that one type of mechanically active E-cad/N-cad adhe-

sions enable fibroblasts to lead tumor cells out of compact spheroids[22]. However, as a

high contractile cell species, fibroblasts can actively remodel ECM by depositing ECM

proteins and align fibers and pull collagen nearby and interact with surrounding cells me-
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chanically. Therefore, the novelty in our tumor-fibroblast paper is that we investigate the

quantitative effect between cancer associated fibroblasts and tumor cells and take on the

issue from the aspect of ECM architecture. Our results have shown that the migration

of tumor cells (MDA-MB-231s) are fibroblast density dependent. And the main mecha-

nism behind the increased migration in the model is ECM degradation. The inhibitions of

MMPs at the right timing rescue the tumor cell dissemination. This paper highlights the

importance of proper physical confinement reinforced by ECM and the uncaging effect

triggered by the presence of fibroblasts in TME.

Our second project has developed a “tumor-in-a-dish” model that allows the study of the

early events of metastatic melanoma. In the model, we captured the phenotypical transition

of the macrophages overtime. Previous 3D melanoma models often focus the formation

of spherical tumorosphere and establishing a microfluidic platform, for example “skin-

on-a-chip”, to mimic melanoma tumor microenvironment[41]. Our model highlights the

role of macrophages and also the interaction between macrophages and fibroblasts. Ad-

vanced melanomas usually display low infiltration of T cells and high numbers of tumor-

associated myeloid cells (TAMs), and the latter correlates with a worse prognosis [42].

TAMs reprogram their functional state as the tumor grows, although the specific mech-

anisms leading to the accumulation of immunosuppressive TAMs remain unclear. This

phenotypic and functional plasticity make TAM-targeted therapies a promising treatment

option [43, 44, 45]. In this sense, the novelty in our melanoma model is that we focused

on the role of macrophages and tracked the dynamic evolution of macrophages over time.

Our data demonstrated the morphological/migration behaviors changes of macrophages

along the phenotypical evolution side by side. In this 3D system, the cell components

rapidly generated cell circuits that built an environment capable of inducing an immuno-

suppressive functional signature in the macrophages, as observed in vivo. And this model

will enable future studies of changes in macrophage-stromal crosstalk in the melanoma

TME.
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Our 3rd project specifically focused on the architecture of ECM. We established a way

to quickly fabricate a type of collagen network (thick collagen patches interconnected

by loose collagen fibers) which resembles skin wound ECM architecture by appearance.

Many types of thick collagen bundles have been proposed before [46, 47, 48, 49, 50],

compared with previous methods, our method has unique advantages. The first thing to

note that, this thick collagen scaffold is more than individual bundled collagen fibers. It

is a 3D collagen scaffold network that includes thick collagen patches and loose collagen

network inter-between, a heterogeneous network features two types of collagen bundles.

This coexistence of thick collagen bundles and loose collagen network forms a network

which imposes fewer physical constraints, which allows cells to fully spread cell body

but also potentially facilitate intercellular communications by means of the loose collagen

fibers.

There are several other potential advantages. First, it is created by mechanical agitation,

no additional solution or equipment is needed which makes the generation of this collagen

scaffold fast and convenient. Secondly, without additional materials introduced, it will not

introduce any confounding effect might brought up by the additional of the extra species of

chemicals. The only difference between our collagen scaffold with conventional collagen

scaffold is the structural difference. The third advantage is, this is a type of collagen scaf-

fold that include thick collagen bundles and loose bundles inter-between, it is more than

individual thick collagen bundles created by nanopatterning that is fixed on a substrate.

Instead, it is a collagen network that resembles the skin wound environment in 3D. The

fourth advantage is that we can seed cells and apply cocultures with this type of scaffold

easily as with normal collagen embedment. Our coculture study with this type of thick

collagen scaffold demonstrates altered ECM significantly boost fibroblast’s promotional

effect of tumor cells’ migration. The fifth advantage is that the size of thick collagen

patches can be modulated by changing mixing duration and frequency. Therefore, this

collagen scaffold intrinsically highlights the importance of collagen architecture and we
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have provided an easy, fast way of producing such network.

In the end of this dissertation, we included our preliminary results with light-controlled

Rho GTPases. Most light activated Rho GTPases studies have been carried out on 2D

substrate[51, 52, 53], we applied the method in a fibrillar environment and our exploratory

results have shown the role of RhoA, Rac1 respectively in 3D. The function and role of

RhoA and Rac1 is displayed in the second last chapter in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Fibroblast-Mediated Uncaging of
Cancer Cells and Dynamic Evolution of

the Physical Microenvironment

2.1 Abstract

Stromal cells are prominent in solid tumor microenvironments and contribute to tumor

progression. In particular, fibroblasts are common cell types in the tumor stroma that

play important roles in remodeling the extracellular matrix (ECM). Here, we perform co-

culture experiments with tumor cells and fibroblasts embedded in 3D collagen I matrices.

We investigate the impact of fibroblasts on the migratory behavior of neighboring tumor

cells and on the evolution of the surrounding ECM. We find that fibroblasts increase tumor

cell motility and facilitate the transition from confined to diffusive tumor cell motions,

indicative of an uncaging effect. Furthermore, the ECM is globally and locally remod-

eled substantially with the presence of fibroblasts. Moreover, these fibroblast-mediated

phenomena are in part dependent on matrix metalloproteinases.
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2.2 Introduction

The solid tumor microenvironment (TME) is highly complex, typically consisting of het-

erotypic cell populations within a 3D fibrillar extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM can

be dense, particularly in fibrotic tumors often observed in many solid cancer types (e.g. in

breast, lung, liver, pancreas)[54]. The dense ECM, which consists of small pores, poses

as a biophysical barrier against cell migration[55].During tumor progression and metas-

tasis, this physical barrier is overcome. Certain canonical mechanisms for overcoming

the ECM barrier have been established, including secretion of matrix metalloproteinases

(MMPs) by tumor cells to degrade ECM fibers[55, 56] and transition of tumor cells to

an amoeboid migratory mode, which relies on cell squeezing through confined spaces via

actomyosin-dependent contractile processes[57, 58].Additional mechanisms are emerging

in recent studies. The ECM can be remodeled by cells via mechanical forces due to the vis-

coplasticity of the matrix material[59, 60, 61, 62]. Stromal cells can also facilitate tumor

progression and invasion in a variety of ways[63, 64].

Recent studies have shown that fibroblasts are capable of leading tumor cells out of

the primary tumor to initiate dissemination[22], and that this process is associated with

adhesions between tumor cells and fibroblasts. However, fibroblasts are capable of per-

forming many additional functions that may contribute to invasion, including remodel-

ing the ECM and generating biophysical cues[65]. Contractile cells can generate locally

aligned topographies and ECM stiffening[66, 67], which are known to induce increased

tumor invasiveness[68, 69, 70]. Additionally, fibroblasts can degrade the ECM through

MMPs, which can create more space for migration[71, 72]. The full effects of fibroblasts

on tumor cell behavior and on the spatiotemporal evolution of the TME are not completely

elucidated quantitatively.

Here, we investigate the migration profiles of tumor cells with and without the pres-
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ence of neighboring fibroblasts inside a 3D ECM. We use MDA-MB-231 breast cancer

cells and primary human lung fibroblasts (NHLFs). MDA-MB-231s are metastatic solid

tumor cells, and NHLFs represent fibroblasts found in normal stromal tissue. For ECM,

we use collagen I, which is one of the most prominent ECM proteins in connective tis-

sues and in the solid tumor microenvironment[73, 74, 75]. As the fibroblast is the most

abundant stromal cell type in many solid tumors, and the density of cancer-associated fi-

broblasts are directly correlated with poor prognosis in solid tumor,by varying the density

of fibroblasts in the system and we can first examine the quantitative impact of cell con-

centration and MMPs in a patho-physiologically relevant setting . Secondly, fibroblasts are

highly contractile. To vary the density of fibroblasts allows us to roughly control the the

mechanical factors in the system through controlling density of fibroblasts. Thirdly, tumor

microenvironment in vivo is packed with dense cellular components where intercellular

distance is small. By varying density of cell populations in the system we can modulate

the average cell-cell distances and better mimic the tumor microenvironment. We further

examined the impact of cell concentration and MMPs. We further examine the global and

local remodeling of the ECM in monoculture and co-culture conditions. Our results show

that fibroblasts significantly increase the motions of tumor cells, and this originates from

a variety of factors. Fibroblasts compact the ECM and alter matrix architecture. Further-

more, the full impact of fibroblasts is dependent on MMPs, which not only influence the

migration of tumor cells but also the ECM profile.

Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Cell Culture

MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with Lifeact GFP were a gift from the Lauffenburger lab.

They were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Pen-Strep.
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Fibroblasts were primary normal human lung fibroblasts(ATCC, PCS-201-013), and they

were cultured in Lonza FGM-2 BulletKit(CC-3132) or RPMI with 10% FBS. Cells were

all incubated at 37◦C and 5% CO2.

2.2.2 3D tissue culture experiments

Cells were seeded into 2mg/mL rat tail type I collagen gels (Corning). Briefly, acid sol-

ubilized collagen I was neutralized with NaOH and mixed with cells on ice, followed by

gelation at 37◦C. Cells were seeded at varying concentrations, with 1X indicating 800K

cells/mL. Fibroblasts were mixed at 0X to 5X the concentration of cancer cells. For drug

studies, GM6001 (20µM) was mixed into the collagen gel solution and into the media.

For labeled ECM studies, the initial collagen solution was labeled with Alexa Fluor 647

NHS Ester (Succinimidyl Ester) and dialyzed as before[59]. Finally, we coated the sur-

face of the multi-well plates used for imaging with polydopamine to anchor the collagen

gel[76, 77].

2.2.3 Image Acquistion

Imaging was performed using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. For migration studies,

we used a 20X 0.75 NA objective.

2.2.4 Image Analysis

Cells were tracked manually or with TrackMate[78] on Image J. Each cell center was

calculated by averaging coordinates of corresponding traced cell boundary. Average speed

of each cell was calculated as the mean of the absolute value of the net displacement of

the cell center over 1hr time intervals. Mean squared displacements were computed with
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the following equation[79]:

MSD(n) =
1

N − n+ 1

N−n∑
i=0

[(xi+n − xi)
2 + (yi+n − yi)

2] (2.1)

where N indicates the total step number, n indicates the n-th step, x is the x-coordinate

and y is the y-coordinate. β was computed by first locally smoothening the MSD profile

with a Guassian-weighted polynomial and then taking the logarithmic derivative of the

smoothened MSD over logarithmic time[80], i.e.

β =
d(ln(MSD))

d(ln(t))
(2.2)

Data points of β that are less than zero are considered as noise and discarded. Note that

for trajectories-related calculations, 2D trajectories of z-projected cell migration time lapse

data were used. ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test was performed for statistical compar-

isons. * indicates p-values ¡ 0.05. For quantifying ECM deformation dynamics due to

local cell contractions, small fluorescent debris are manually selected for tracking via the

following criteria:(1) Debris are well adhered to the matrix instead of to the cell body and

are not freely diffusing through the matrix;(2)Neighboring debris show similar movement

trend and are moving along gel contraction direction through visual confirmation; (3) De-

bris appear in more than 80% of the time frames.The trajectories of debris movement and

speed/MSD calculation are recalculated in the same way as for cell motions. For pore size

measurements, we used the sequential morphological opening method with a disk shape as

the incremental structuring element as in previous work.The area change from opening is

used to approximate the distribution of pores of specific size. It is important to note that in

our experiments, cell density is relatively high. Therefore, in monoculture conditions, we

did downsampling by cropping regions without cells into 300X300 pixels. For coculture

conditions where cells are occupying most of the gel, we select collagen channels only.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 The set-up of the 3D coculture model

We generate monoculture and co-culture systems in 3D collagen I matrices, and we per-

form time-lapse imaging and image analysis (Fig.2.1). Under monoculture conditions

(tumor cells only), we find that cells appear to be in a more rounded morphology, whereas

in co-culture conditions, tumor cells acquire a more extended morphology (Figure2.1c and

Figure 2.8). Circularity of MDA-MB-231s drops significantly in the presence of NHLF

regardless of GM6001 treatment. The presence of GM6001 in MF conditions can res-

cue the decrease of circularity on day0. Significant differences are not detected across

co-culture conditions. Close proximity and dense mixtures of tumor cells and fibroblasts

can be observed at around day4 and 5. In contrast, large round clusters of tumor cells are

observed in monoculture conditions. Over time, in monoculture, cell aggregates emerge,

whereas in co-culture with fibroblasts, cells tend to occupy more uniformly throughout

the matrix(Figure 2.9). However, suppressing MMP activity via GM6001 (a pan-MMP

inhibitor) leads to more clumped cells, including in the fibroblast population (Fig.2.2).

2.3.2 Migration tracking of MDA-MB-231 in coculture environment

We track the migration of tumor cells in the 3D ECM with varying concentrations of fi-

broblasts at day 0 and day 1 after cell seeding. We find that the trajectories and speeds

are larger for co-culture conditions (Fig.2.3a and Fig.2.3b). Moreover, this is more ap-

parent in day 1 after cell seeding. In monoculture conditions, trajectories and speeds

are relatively small even after 1 day in culture. When MDA-MB-231 cells are cultured

with equal amount of MDA-MB-231 by themselves, there is no significant difference in

MDA-MB-231 migratory behaviors(Figure 2.10). These results indicate time-dependent

evolution of the fibroblast-mediated microenvironment toward a state that facilitates tumor
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Figure 2.1: Experiment set-up of the coculture model a. Pipeline of the experiment
setup. b. Diagrams show the timeline of the image acquisition. c. Representative images
of MDA-MB-231 (shortened as MDA, shown in green channel) and normal human lung
fibroblast (shortened as NHLF, shown in red channel). ”MDA” indicates MDA-MB-231
monoculture, ”MDA+NHLF” indicates co-culture with initial cell concentration ratio be-
tween MDA-MB-231 and NHLF of 1:1; ”MDA+3NHLF” indicates co-culture with initial
cell concentration ratio between MDA-MB-231 and NHLF of 1:3; ”MDA+5NHLF” indi-
cates co-culture with initial cell concentration ratio between MDA-MB-231 and NHLF of
1:5. The scale bar is 100µm.

migration. Moreover, increased cancer cell invasiveness is dependent on fibroblast con-

centration. More fibroblasts lead to faster cancer cells, but this effect plateaus at relatively

high fibroblast concentrations, suggesting saturation of invasion-promoting signals gener-

ated by fibroblasts and/or high consumption rate of nutrients due to high cell density, as

there is limited nutrient supply in the cell culture well. Alternatively, the limited medium

supply of the culture chamber may be another contributing factor to the plateaued effect.

We further investigate the statistical properties of the tumor cell motions. By consid-

ering tumor cell mean-squared displacements (MSDs), we find that fibroblasts increase

their diffusivity. The magnitude of the MSDs is larger in co-culture conditions in a fibrob-

last concentration and time dependent manner (Fig.2.4). Additionally, β, the logarithmic
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derivative of the MSD, is higher in co-culture conditions (Fig.2.5). β provides insights

toward the physical nature of the cell motions. β = 0 indicates confined motion, character-

istic of cells that are caged, and β = 1 indicates diffusive (unconfined and random) motion.

Co-culture conditions enable tumor cells to migrate in a more diffusive manner.

Furthermore, the influence of fibroblasts on tumor migration is dependent on MMPs.

Inhibiting MMPs with GM6001 reduces the fibroblast-mediated increases in tumor cell

speed, MSD, and β (Figs.2.3,2.4,2.5) However, the co-culture effects are not completely

abolished through MMP-inhibition, as shown by the comparisons with tumor cell mono-

cultures, suggesting additional biophysical influences by fibroblasts.Histograms of average

speed, average MSD and average β are shown in Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13

respectively.

2.3.3 Global compaction happens to ECM structure over time

We next examine the influence of the cells on the global and local ECM behavior. We

find that in co-culture conditions, the matrix is globally compacted over time, as shown

by the decrease in whole gel radius (Fig.2.6). This compaction is mediated by fibroblasts,

as monoculture tumor cells did not significantly shrink the gel radius. Moreover, this

compaction process is dependent on MMPs, as MMP inhibition abrogates the compaction

of the gel even in co-culture conditions with relatively high fibroblast concentrations. At

the local scale, examined under high resolution confocal microscopy with collagen fibers

labeled fluorescently, we find that the architecture of the ECM is drastically different in

the presence of fibroblasts, in which rampant remodeling occurs leading increased open

spaces (Fig.2.2).
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2.3.4 MMPs inhibition is effective suppressing tumor cell invasion

Finally, we investigate whether delayed MMP-inhibition is effective in suppressing tumor

cell invasion. We find that if we do not treat co-culture samples with GM6001 at days 0

and 1, thus allowing 2 days for ECM remodeling, and start treatment at day 2, tumor cell

motions are not impacted by the drug (Fig.2.7)). This indicates that the ECM is already

remodeled sufficiently over 2 days to achieve maximal impact on tumor cell migration.

Co-culture samples thus require continuous treatment from initial stages in order to sup-

press invasion-promoting remodeling of the nominal ECM. The influence of the initial

remodeling appear persistent after MMPs are inhibited subsequently.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate that fibroblasts mediate increased motility in tumor cells.

While this process can be modulated by many factors in the cascade of fibroblast-ECM-

tumor cell interactions, our results indicate that MMPs are a major, but not complete,

contributing factor. Prior studies have shown that adhesions between tumor cells and fi-

broblasts are important for fibroblast-mediated invasion[22]. Additionally, fibroblasts can

secrete paracrine signaling factors and ECM proteins such as fibronectin, which can in-

crease tumor cell motility[81, 82]. Here, we show that, in dense 3D collagen matrices,

these effects may be subsequent and potentially synergistic to the initial impact of MMP-

dependent matrix remodeling. Thus, the temporal sequence of stroma-mediated effects is

important to consider.

Moreover, in our images, we find that while at times tumor cells are in contact with

fibroblasts during their motions, this is not true for all cases. Tumor cells in fibroblast-

remodeled microenvironments can move rapidly even when not in direct contact with the

fibroblasts themselves, suggesting that the remodeled ECM contains cues that are major
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factors that drive invasiveness. Our findings highlight the heterotypic microenvironment

as a dynamically evolving space in which stromal cells remodel the ECM and new local

cues are progressively being manufactured.

From our MSD results, we find that tumor cells typically migrate in a sub-diffusive

manner in 3D ECMs, indicative of confinement. Physically, this is likely due to the dense

ECM inducing a caging effect. However, in co-culture conditions, the migration becomes

closer to being diffusive (β being closer to 1), particularly with high concentrations of

fibroblasts. This suggests that fibroblasts can serve the function of uncaging tumor cells.

MMPs are a key mediator of this process. Interestingly, however, even with MMPs inhib-

ited, the presence of fibroblasts can still increase tumor cell movements. This suggests ad-

ditional factors are involved. In particular, contractile forces from fibroblasts can remodel

the ECM, generating alignment cues[67], non-linear stiffening[66, 83], and viscoplastic

reorganization[59, 60, 61] – factors that can contribute to tumor invasion[61, 68, 69, 70].

MMPs have been extensively studied, and tumor cells can utilize them to degrade

the ECM to facilitate migration[56]. In dense ECMs with pore sizes smaller than the

nucleus, MMPs are required for migration[55]. Here, we show that fibroblasts, which are

prominent in the solid tumor microenvironment and in many tissues commonly associated

with metastatic sites (e.g. lung, liver), can significantly enhance MMP-mediated cancer

cell motility. This further implicates the important role of heterotypic microenvironments

and cooperative effects in facilitating tumor invasion. Our results suggest that tissues

rich in stromal cells and ECM may already be sufficiently conducive to tumor migration

even without ECM remodeling by the tumor cells themselves, and that this process may

not depend on specialized cancer-associated fibroblasts, as we used normal human lung

fibroblasts in this study.

Furthermore, our findings implicate MMPs in the compaction of the ECM. MMPs

are traditionally known for their role in matrix degradation. Their potential roles in the

mechanical remodeling of the ECM are not well understood. Mechanical remodeling –
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ECM deformation and formation of topographical cues – are typically associated with ac-

tomyosin and tension mediated processes. Our results show that at the global scale, MMPs

mediate the compaction of the whole gel (Fig.2.6 ), and at the local scale, MMPs facili-

tate tearing of the matrix and formation of gaps (Fig.2.2 ). Previous work has shown that

mechanical forces generated by cells, particularly dynamic forces, can be used to recruit

ECM toward cells in a mechanically irreversible manner, as ECM bonds can break under

tension[59, 62]. Our findings suggest that MMPs can facilitate this process, contribut-

ing to ECM compaction and tearing by locally weakening the ECM and making it more

susceptible for mechanical remodeling.

Finally, the reliance of tumor invasion on MMPs in dense ECMs is time-dependent,

as inhibition of MMPs after 2 days of co-culture without initial inhibition does not reduce

tumor cell migration. This indicates that on the time-scale of hours to days, the ECM can

be irreversibly remodeled by stromal cells into an invasion promoting microenvironment.

Thus, MMP-inhibition treatments may only be effective at the very early stages of tumor

progression or at the earliest time points when tumor cells reach secondary sites. This also

suggests that pre-emptive MMP-inhibition may suppress new sites from promoting further

tumor invasion.

2.4 Conclusions

The dense ECM can mechanically restrict cell invasion. Stromal cells, particularly fi-

broblasts, can facilitate tumor invasion via both MMP dependent and independent mech-

anisms. In the presence of fibroblasts, the microenvironment is dynamic, evolving toward

an invasion-promoting state that is highly distinct from that of the nominal reconstituted

ECM in vitro. New local ECM architectures emerge, with features that are conducive to

cell invasion. MMPs contribute to the microenvironment remodeling process, not only

through matrix degradation but also through facilitating local and global ECM mechanical
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reorganization. Overall, our results support that modulating regulators of ECM remodel-

ing, particularly stromal cell-mediated activities, is critical toward controlling tumor inva-

sion.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the spatial environment over timeComparison of the spatial
environment of the MDA-NHLF coculture at day 1 and day3, with and without GM6001
treatment (20µM). In MDA-MB-231 monoculture, collagen bundling or thickening mostly
occurred on the peripheral region near MDA cells, as shown in images from row 1 and row
2. At day1 in MDA-NHLF coculture, with 20µM GM6001 treatment, the collagen gel
remained intact and fibroblasts were trapped in the middle of gel. In conditions without
GM6001 treatment, fibroblast filled up the whole gel space evenly. At day3, with GM6001
treatment, the collagen gel collapsed to the middle. ”MDA+NHLF” indicates co-culture
with initial cell concentration ratio between MDA-MB-231 and NHLF of 1:1. Scale bar is
100µm.

.
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Figure 2.3: MDA-MB-231 invasion is NHLF density dependent a. Overlaid trajecto-
ries from each condition truncated at 180min. M indicates MDA-MB-231, and F indi-
cates NHLF. The ratio indicates the initial seeding concentration ratio of MDA-MB-231
to NHLF cells. GM6001 indicates 20µm GM6001 treatment. b. Average speed of MDA-
MB-231 cells from different conditions. Red line indicates the mean value and pink boxes
indicate the 95% confidence interval. Each condition is number coded as indicated by
the hexagon along x axis. Gray hexagons indicate day0, black hexagons indicate day1,
GM6001 indicates 20µm GM6001 treatment. One way ANOVA was performed to show
the difference across all conditions. The numbers floating on top of each bar indicate
conditions which are significantly different (p < 0.05) from the corresponding condition.
Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion is used in post-hoc analysis. Histogram data
are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.4: MDA-MB-231 invasion is NHLF density dependent a. Average MSD at
day0, error bar in SEM; b. Average MSD at day1, error bar in SEM; c. MSD taken
at the 90min time interval, day0; d. MSD taken at the 90min time interval, day1. M
indicates MDA-MB-231 and F indicates NHLF. The ratio indicates the initial seeding
concentration ratio of MDA-MB-231 to NHLF cells. Red line indicates the mean value
and pink boxes indicate the 95% confidence interval. One way ANOVA was performed
to show the difference across all conditions. ∗ indicates the two compared conditions are
significantly different (p < 0.05). Histogram data are shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.5: MDA-MB-231 invasion is NHLF density dependent a. Average beta at
day0, error bar in SEM; b. Average β at day1, error bar in SEM; c. β taken at the 90min
time interval, day0; d. β taken at the 90min time interval, day1. M indicates MDA-MB-
231, and F indicates NHLF. The ratio indicates the initial seeding concentration ratio of
MDA-MB-231 to NHLF cells.Red line indicates the mean value and pink boxes indicate
the 95% confidence interval. One way ANOVA was performed to show the difference
across all conditions. ∗ indicates the two compared conditions are significantly different
(p < 0.05). Histogram data are shown in supplementary information Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.6: Global gel compaction in the coculture system a. Gel contraction recorded
longitudinally from day1 to day7.”M” indicates MDA-MB-231 monoculture, ”MF” indi-
cates initial seeding concentration between MDA-MB-231 to NHLF is 1:1; ”M3F” in-
dicates initial seeding concentration between MDA-MB-231 to NHLF is 1:3; ”M5F” in-
dicates the initial seeding concentration between MDA-MB-231 to NHLF is 1:5; ”MD”
indicates MDA-MB-231 monoculture with 20µM GM6001 treatment; ”MFD” indicates
an initial seeding concentration ratio of 1:1 between MDA-MB-231 to NHLF with 20µM
GM6001 treatment; ”M3FD” indicates an initial seeding concentration ratio of 1:3 be-
tween MDA-MB-231 to NHLF with 20µM GM6001 treatment; ”M5FD” indicates an
initial seeding concentration ratio of 1:5 between MDA-MB-231 to NHLF with 20µM
GM6001 treatment; b. Quantification of gel contraction. The ratio indicates an initial
seeding concentration between MDA to NHLF in each condition. Data from at least trip-
licates are averaged, and in each repeat there are duplicate wells for each condition. Error
bars in SEM.c and d. Pore size distribution on day0(c) and day1(d). Around 5 to 12 im-
ages(around 1000x1000 pixels) from two replicates were used for the quantification. The
existence of NHLF contributes to the erosion of collagen scaffold and lead to larger hole
size overall. GM6001 inhibits ECM erosion and breakage, consistent with the global gel
compaction trend. e. Binarized collagen images before pore size measurement. Similar to
control conditions, day1 MDA monoculture generally has more small pores visually than
coculture conditions, consistent with quantification shown in d.
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Figure 2.7: Only GM6001 added early not late inhibits MDA migrationAddition of
GM6001 into MDA-NHLF coculture system after day1 did not inhibit MDA migration
compared with GM6001 addition since cell embedding, indicating the mechanism of
GM6001 inhibition is through inhibiting collagen remodeling induced by NHLF. In Group
A, GM6001 was not present throughout the experiment. In Group B, GM6001 was added
at 36hrs after gelation. In Group C, GM6001 was added at 0hr during cell embedding. The
bottom images show morphology of MDA-MB-231 cells at 24hrs and 48hrs after gelation.
The initial seeding density of MDA-MB-231 is 800K/ml and NHLF is 2400K/ml. Scale
bar is 50µm.
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Figure 2.8: MDA-MB-231 morphology in long term culture. Scale bar is 100µm.

Figure 2.9: MDA-MB-231 (green) in close contact with NHLF (red) can be seen in co-
culture conditions (top row). In monoculture, petal-like structure can be seen after around
∼4-5 days post cell embedment. Scale bar is 50µm.
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Figure 2.10: When NHLFs are replaced with MDA-MB-231 cells, differences in cell con-
centration in monoculture conditions appear to have low impact on cell migration, relative
to coculture conditions. a: Overlaid trajectories truncated at 180min; ”MDA” indicate 1X
MDA-MB-231 monoculture, ”MDA+MDA”, ”MDA+3MDA”, ”MDA+5MDA” indicate
2X, 4X and 6X MDA-MB-231 monoculture respectively. b: Average speed, ”MDA” is
shortened as ”M” for brevity. Raw data points are overlaid with gray boxes which indicate
+/- one standard deviation and pink boxes which indicate the 95% confidence interval; One
way ANOVA was performed to show the difference across all conditions. ∗ indicates the
two compared conditions are significantly different (p < 0.05). Tukey’s honest significant
difference criterion is used in post-hoc analysis. c: Average MSD , errorbar in SEM.
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Figure 2.11: Histogram of Average Cell Speed, X axis: average speed. Y axis: number of
cells.
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Figure 2.12: Histogram of log10(averageMSD) , X axis: log10(averageMSD). Y axis:
number of cells.

2.5 Future Directions

In this study, MDA-MB-231 cell line is investigated. However, in my other unpublished

data, such as Hela, Mel624, they do not show significantly increased migration when in

coculture with NHLF.
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Figure 2.13: Histogram of β, X axis: β. Y axis: number of cells.
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Chapter 3

3D Model of the Early Melanoma
Microenvironment Captures

Macrophage Transition into a
Tumor-promoting Phenotype

3.1 Abstract

Tumor immune response is shaped by the tumor microenvironment (TME), which often

evolves to be immunosuppressive, promoting disease progression and metastasis. An im-

portant example is melanoma tumors, which display high numbers of tumor-associated

macrophages (TAMs) that are immunosuppressive but also have the potential to restore

anti-tumor activity. However, to therapeutically target TAMs, there is a need to under-

stand the early events that shape their tumor-promoting profile. To address this, we built

and optimized 3D in vitro co-culture systems, composed of a collagen-I matrix scaffold-

ing murine bone-marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs), YUMM1.7 melanoma cells,

and fibroblasts to recreate the early melanoma TME and study how interactions with fi-

broblasts and tumor cells modulate macrophage immune activity. We monitored BMDM

behavior and interactions through time-lapse imaging and characterized their activation
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and secretion. We found that stromal cells induced a rapid functional activation, with in-

creased motility and response from BMDMs. Over the course of seven days, BMDMs

acquired a phenotype and secretion profile that resembled late melanoma TAMs. Overall,

the direct cell-cell interactions with the stromal components in a 3D environment shape

BMDM transition to a TAM-like immunosuppressive state. Our systems will enable future

studies of changes in macrophage-stromal crosstalk in the melanoma TME.

3.2 Introduction

The immune response against tumors is conditioned by the tumor microenvironment (TME),

which is often highly immunosuppressive and depleted of effector cells[84]. In the TME,

cells communicate via direct contact and a network of secreted signals established early

during tumor development. Non-tumor cell types within the milieu co-evolve with tumor

cells, disrupting tissue homeostasis while favoring disease progression and metastasis[85].

Thus, cell-cell interactions between immune cells, tumor cells, and other support cells play

an active role in shaping the immune environment in tumor progression and responses to

immunotherapy[86].

Melanomas are very aggressive tumors and frequently lethal, but they have been par-

ticularly responsive to immune checkpoint inhibitors aimed at boosting T cell function,

specifically through PD-1 and CTLA-4 blockade [87, 88]. On the other hand, advanced

melanomas usually display low infiltration of T cells and high numbers of tumor-associated

myeloid cells (TAMs), and the latter correlates with a worse prognosis [42]. TAMs and

cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are key players in the TME, with a context-dependent

role and providing support for both tumor and immune cells[86, 89]. TAMs reprogram

their functional state as the tumor grows, although the specific mechanisms leading to the

accumulation of immunosuppressive TAMs remain unclear. This phenotypic and func-

tional plasticity make TAM-targeted therapies a promising treatment option[43, 44, 45].
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However, current available data is not sufficient to explain or predict treatment outcomes,

since the immune activity in the TME is an emergent property of many interacting cell

populations[90].

In recent years, the biomechanical interactions within the TME have been of interest

since this interplay can induce and regulate specific functional phenotypes of its com-

ponents. Cells in the TME are embedded in an extracellular matrix (ECM), which has

a complex and evolving composition and structure and mediates a series of dynamic

physical interactions between tumor and stromal cells[91]. Collagen structure can mod-

ulate TAM polarization and changes in macrophage morphology have suggested differ-

ent functional phenotypes, such as higher expression of Arg-1, CD206 and YM-1[92].

Higher collagen density usually correlates with higher numbers of immunosuppressive

macrophages and the reinforced confinement can down-regulate pro-inflammatory cy-

tokine secretion[93, 94]. Increased collagen stiffness can regulate immune cell spreading,

motility and response to treatment[95, 96]. Fibroblasts are key remodelers of the ECM,

through secretion of ECM proteins, proteolysis via metalloproteinases, and force-mediated

ECM reorganization[97, 98]. Dynamic forces in the ECM have a role in initiating and

guiding macrophage migration. As the major source of contractile forces, fibroblasts cue

and recruit macrophages from hundreds of micrometers away[38].

Intercellular signaling between TAMs and other cell types is central to establishing and

maintaining an immunosuppressive TME and is a critical target to reestablish an effective

TME immune response[99, 100]. Although TAMs have been associated with resistance to

checkpoint inhibitors treatment[101], targeting TAMs through the combination of CD40

agonist and CSF1R inhibitor induces a new pro-inflammatory TAM subpopulation that

leads to a change in the TME and T-cell dependent tumor control[99]. Determining how

TAMs communicate with other cell types in the melanoma TME is needed to develop more

effective methods to target the network of extracellular signals[102, 103].

Studying all these variables in dynamic in vivo environments can be challenging when
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trying to identify individual contributions to TME evolution. Recent studies have demon-

strated that organotypic melanoma cultures outperform 2D assays when studying TME-

imprinting mechanisms and closely resemble tumor growth as observed in human lesions

while supporting cell survival and function[104, 105]. The use of 3D cultures may ac-

celerate the identification of predictive and/or prognostic markers and the development of

effective combination therapies[106]. Ex vivo systems that incorporate key features of the

native TME and model the dynamic response to checkpoint inhibitors can facilitate efforts

in precision immuno-oncology.

Our work recapitulated the evolution of the dynamic interactions in an in vitro 3D

co-culture model. In this model, we have demonstrated how profiles of cytokines evolve

over time and also how phenotype, morphology, and migration of macrophages change

longitudinally, providing insights on early cell-cell interactions in the melanoma microen-

vironment.

3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Animals

Female C57BL/6J mice 6–8 weeks of age were purchased from Jackson Laboratories.

Mice were housed according to the standard housing conditions of the Yale Animal Re-

sources Center in specific pathogen-free conditions. Mice were left to acclimate for one

week before use. All animal experiments were performed according to the approved pro-

tocols of the Yale University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.(Credited to

my collaborator Gabriella Pizzurro)
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3.3.2 Cell Lines

Yale University Mouse Melanoma (YUMM) and YUMM exposed to radiation (YUM-

MER) cell lines, both WT and GFP+, were kindly provided by Marcus Bosenberg, Yale

University [107, 108]. 3T3 MEFs WT (CRL-2742) was acquired from ATCC. 3T3MEF-

tdTomato cells were previously generated in the lab using a tdTomato vector transfection

(0036VCT, Vectalys, Takara) and selected for stable expression of the fluorescent protein,

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were grown in DMEM/F12 media sup-

plemented with 10%FBS, 1% NEAA, 2 mM L-glutamine and 1% sodium pyruvate. 3T3

MEFs were treated with 10ng/ml TGF-β1.

3.3.3 BMDM Culture

Bone marrow-derived macrophages where generated as previously described[109]. Briefly,

bone marrow was extracted from the hind legs of the mouse with a syringe. After red

blood cell lysis with ammonium-chloride-potassium lysis buffer (Lonza), cells were incu-

bated for 4h at 37◦C with 5% CO2 in a non-tissue culture (TC)-treated plastic petri dish

with BMDM media (RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml

streptomycin, 1% sodium pyruvate, 25mM HEPES buffer, and 50µM 2-mercaptoethanol).

After 4h, the non-adherent cells were transferred to a new petri dish and incubated with

BMDM media + 20ng/ml macrophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF; Peprotech). Af-

ter 3 days, an additional 10ml of BMDM media + 20ng/ml M-CSF was added to the plate.

After a total of 6 days, BMDMs were harvested in PBS+5mM EDTA with gentle scraping,

and the cells were ready for further use.(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro)
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3.3.4 BMDM Polarization

BMDMs were plated non-TC treated multi-well plates (Falcon) at a density of 100,000

cells/cm2 and cultured in BMDM media + 20ng/ml M-CSF. For polarization, cells were

stimulated for 24h with 100ng/ml LPS (Invivogen) and 10ng/ml IFN- (Peprotech) for M1

profile, or 20ng/ml IL-4 (Peprotech) for M2 profile.(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro)

3.3.5 Tumor Studies and Sample Processing

Female C57BL/6J mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and intradermally injected with

3.5x105 tumor cells in both flanks. Mice were monitored every other day for tumor growth.

Tumor volume was assessed measuring with caliper tumor length (L) and width (W) and

calculated as 0.52xLxW2. At the designated timepoints, mice were euthanized in a CO2

chamber and tumors were resected and weighted for processing. Briefly, tumors were first

cut with scissors and then chopped with razor into 1mm3 pieces. They were transferred

to a tube with 10ml of digestion buffer (1X PBS Ca+Mg+ containing 0.1mg/ml DNase

I, Roche 05401127001, and 0.82mg/ml Collagenase IV, from C. histolyticum, Sigma-

Aldrich C1889) and incubated at 37◦C in shaker for 30 min. Samples were vortexed,

filter in 40µm cell strainer and placed on ice. Cells were washed and resuspended in ACK

lysis buffer at RT for 5 min. Samples were filtered and washed again, resuspended and

counted.(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro)

3.3.6 Immunostaining, Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting

For flow cytometry, we used the following antibodies and dyes (clone, cat): CD45 AF700

(30-F11, 103128), CD45 PercP (30-F11, 103132), CD11b BV421 (M1/70, 101236), F4/80

PerCP (BM8, 123126), CSF1R BV605 (AFS98 , 135517), Ly6C BV711 (HK1.4, 128037),

Ly6C AF488 (HK1.4, 128022), Ly6G AF647 (1A8, 127610), iNOS AF488 (CXNFT, 53-
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5920-82), CD40 PE (3/23, 124609), CD86 PE-Dazzle594 (GL1, 105042), MHCII APC-

Cy7 (M5/114.15.2, 107628), CD206 PE-Cy7 (C)O68C2, 141720), Arg1 APC (A1exF5,

12-3697-82), and Live/Dead eFluor506 (423101) Biolegend. For phenotype analysis, at

the day for processing, cells were obtained from the tumors, as previously described, or

retrieved from the collagen gel by digestion with Collagenase (Advanced Matrix 5030) fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s manual. Single-cell suspensions were stained in FACS Buffer

(PBS 2% FBS). Briefly, cells were incubated with FcBlock 1/200 (anti-CD16/CD32, eBio-

sciences) for 20 min at 4°C . Cells were washed and then incubated with the antibody

mix for extracellular markers. For intracellular staining, we used the CytoFix/CytoPerm

and Perm/Wash Buffer kit (BD, 554714), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cells

were then incubated with the antibody mix for intracellular markers. Samples were re-

suspended in 500µL PBS and were analyzed on a LSRFortessa (BD Biosciences). For

analysis, samples were gated for singlets and live cells. Macrophages were gated on

CD11b+F4/80+(low and high) population. For TAM sorting, single-cell suspensions from

tumors were prepared as described above, and stained without fixing. TAMs were pro-

cessed in a FACSAria instrument (BD Biosciences) and sorted as CD45+CD11b+Ly6G−,

Live+, and singlets. For sorting cells from the 3D coculture, single cells suspensions were

sorted from Live+cells: GFP+YUMM cells , CD45+CD11b+ BMDMs and negative se-

lection for 3T3MEFs .(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro)

3.3.7 Multiplex Protein Secretion

For monitoring the evolution of the microenvironment in the 3D cultures, 100µl were col-

lected from the media in each well at indicated timepoints. For all the rest of different sam-

ples types, cells were plated at a density of 1x106/ml in cell culture plates and incubated

supernatants from in vitro and ex vivo cultures were collected, centrifuged for removing

cell debris and kept at -80◦C until further processing. They were then submitted to Eve
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Technologies Corp (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) to perform a Mouse Cytokine/Chemokine

Array 44-Plex (MD44) assay, which is based on color-coded polystyrene beads combined

with a dual-laser and a flow-cytometry system for sample acquisition and analysis. All

detected analytes were within the dynamic range of the standard curves of each analyte,

observing no saturation in the samples analyzed. For data analysis purposes, those pre-

senting an out of range (OOR) measurement below the parameter logistic standard curve

were systematically replaced with the lowest value obtained for a particular analyte, as per

suggestion of the company. The data were then either natural log-transformed or converted

to z-scores to aid in visualization. Samples were visualized and hierarchically clustered

using the clustermap function from the Seaborn module in Python. (Data analysis credited

to Gabriella Pizzurro)

3.3.8 Single-cell Secretion Assay and Analysis

The single-cell secretion profiling experiments were performed as previously described[110].

TAMs were loaded into the PDMS microwells in BMDM media, and exposed to the

flow-patterned antibody array slide for Chi3l3, MMP9, IGF-I, IL-10, CCL17, CCL22,

CCL2, CCL3, CCL5, IL-27, IFN-1, CXCL1, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-12p40, and analyzed as

previously described. For visualization, single-cell secretion data were embedded in two-

dimensional space with Potential of Heat diffusion for Affinity-based Transition Embed-

ding (PHATE)[111]. This dimensionality reduction algorithm better preserves the nonlin-

ear progressions and branching that describe the spectrum of continuous phenotypes ex-

pected in single-cell data from a single cell type. To investigate functional heterogeneity,

cluster analysis of the single-cell secretion data was accomplished with PhenoGraph[112],

which is an unsupervised, graph-based clustering method developed to identify subpopula-

tions in high-dimensional single-cell data. Extracted clusters were analyzed using custom

scripts written in Python. PHATE and PhenoGraph are both available as publicly available
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software packages in Python.(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro, Amanda F. Alexander and

Kathryn Bridges)

3.3.9 Histology and Immunofluorescence

Tumor samples were fixed in formaldehyde and paraffin-embedded. Hematoxylin/Eosin

(HE)staining was performed on tumor slices. Immunohistochemistry for EGFR was per-

formed on tumors slices and counterstained. Fibroblast density was calculated as area per

High-Power Field (HPF). For immunofluorescence on 3T3MEFs, cells were plated onto

round, poly-L-lysine-coated glass coverslip in 24-well plates. YUMM conditioned media

(CM) was generated by culturing cells to 100% confluency and then replacing media for

FBS-free RPMI. CM was collected after 48h, fractioned and kept at -80◦C. Cells were left

unstimulated, or treated with 5ng/ml TGF-β1 (Peprotech) or YUMM conditioned media,

for 24h. Then cells were fixed in methanol, stained with anti-SMA AF488 (ab184675, Ab-

cam) and anti-FAP (ab28244, Abcam) overnight at 4°C. Then they were incubated with

Goat anti-Rabbit PE and Hoechst. Coverslips were mounted and analyzed in a fluorescent

microscope.(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro, Alice Huang)

3.3.10 Stained Collagen Pulling Assay

Rat tail type I collagen(Corning) was labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 NHS Ester (Succin-

imidyl Ester) and dialyzed as before[113]. The CM was then made by diluting thawed

supernatants 1:2 with fresh culture media. In the assay, 3T3MEFs (tdTomato) were em-

bedded in 1.5mg/ml stained collagen at a density of 600K/ml. Conditioned medium or

normal medium(control group)was added after 1h gelation at 37◦C and replaced daily.

Confocal tilescan imaging was taken on day5.
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3.3.11 Proliferation Assay

Once BMDMs were differentiated and stimulated, they were stained with 5uM CFSE

(Molecular probes, Life Technologies) in PBS. In brief, cells were washed, resuspended

with the CFSE solution to 2x106/ml and stained for 10 min at 37◦C, plus 5 min on ice.

Then equal volume of complete media was added, and left for 5 min at room tempera-

ture. Cells were then centrifuged at 1500rpm for 5 min, resuspended in fresh media and

counted for subsequent use. Analysis of CFSE assay was performed using FlowJo soft-

ware (TreeStar).(Credited to Gabriella Pizzurro)

3.3.12 Spheroid Assay

BMDMs, 3T3 MEFs and YUMM cells were first stained with CellTracker™Deep Red

Dye(C34565), CellTracker™ Orange CMTMR Dye(C2927), and CellTracker™ Green

CMFDA Dye(C7025) respectively at 37◦C incubator for 45min, then washed in fresh

medium and resuspended in 2% Matrigel (Corning 354230). Resuspended cell solutions

were aliquot in agarose gel-coated 96 well plates with a fixed density of 12K BMDMs, 1K

YUMM cells, and 3K 3T3 MEFs per well. The cell-loaded plates were centrifuged with

1000g for 10min and then kept in 37◦C, 5% CO2 incubator. Spheroids were collected on

day4 and embedded in 1.5mg/ml rat tail type I collagen (Corning CB354249) for further

study.

3.3.13 3D Cell Culture

BMDMs, 3T3MEFs, and cancer cells were harvested and seeded in neutralized 1.5mg/ml

rat tail type I collagen (Corning CB354249) as previously described[114]. Complete

growth medium was added after 1h gelation at 37◦C incubator. The 3D coculture was

maintained in 37◦C, 5% CO2 with medium changed every 1-2 days. Unless other noted,
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BMDMs, 3T3 MEFs and cancer cells were seeded at a density of 2400K/ml, 200K/ml and

200K/ml respectively. At the day for processing, cells were retrieved by digestion with

collagenase (Advanced Matrix 5030), following the manufacturer’s instructions.

3.3.14 Collagen Quantification

In the collagen quantification assay, BMDMs, 3T3 MEFs and cancer cells were seeded at a

density of 2400K/ml, 600K/ml and 200K/ml, respectively, in a 96 well plate. Only half of

the medium was changed daily and was gently added in a dropwise manner to minimize the

pipetting disturbance to the collagen. On day3 and day7, the 96 well plates were frozen and

kept at -80◦C immediately after medium removal. Fresh tumor samples were collected on

day7 and day14 and kept frozen at -80◦C after mass and volume measurement. Collagen

was measured using the SirCol Collagen Assay Kit (Accurate CLRS1111). Both in vitro

culture and tumor samples were thawed right before the assay and processed according to

manufacturer’s instructions. To note, after acid extraction, tumor samples were first filtered

by 100um cell filter and then centrifuged at 5000g for 10min to remove residual undigested

debris. The total collagen in the supernatants were measured and used to represent the total

soluble collagen in the tumor sample.

3.3.15 Confocal Imaging

Confocal imaging (Leica SP8, 20X0.75NA objective) was performed to track 3D cul-

ture along time. For these experiments we used GFP+ melanoma cells. BMDMs were

stained with CellTracker Deep Red Dye (C34565) and 3T3MEFs with CellTracker Or-

ange CMTMR Dye (C2927) at 37◦C incubator for 45min before coculture. Alternatively,

3T3MEFs tdTomato were used for imaging. 12h time-lapse or tile scan images were col-

lected on day0, day1, day3, day5, and day7 for macrophage migration and morphology

analysis.
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3.3.16 Confocal Image Analysis

Macrophage migration was tracked with TrackMate on Fiji. Cell center was defined by

averaged coordinates of traced cell boundary on a projected image, and average speed was

calculated as the mean of the absolute value of the cell net displacement every 1hr time

intervals. Mean squared displacements were computed with the following equation:

MSD(n) =
1

N − n+ 1

N−n∑
i=0

[(xi+n − xi)
2 + (yi+n − yi)

2] (3.1)

where x and y indicate x and y coordinates, n indicates the n-th step and N total step num-

ber. For morphology analysis, high resolution XYZ tile scan imaging was collected lon-

gitudinally. Imaging tiles were merged and projected before segmentation. Macrophage

compactness,circularity and elongation index was calculated by following equations in

MATLAB respectively:

compactness =
4 ∗ pi ∗ Area
Perimeter2

(3.2)

circularity =
4 ∗ pi ∗ Area

ConvexPerimeter2
(3.3)

elongation =
widthboundingbox

lengthboundingbox

(3.4)

In the tumor-macrophage distance measurement,xy coordinates of cell center were tracked

by TrackMate while z coordinate was decided manually by identifying the slice with the

highest intensity pixels and clearest cell boundaries. To calculate 3D distance at each

time point is cumbersome, hereby we use the cell position at the beginning of imag-

ing(immediately after 1h gelation) to represent the paired 3D distance. Average speed

of macrophages was calculated with the same way as above-mentioned by deriving the

planar net displacement per hour. To properly define the close and far macrophages,

each paired macrophage-tumor distances was ranked from smallest (close to tumors) to

largest (far from tumors). The average speed of the fifteen closest macrophages(i.e. close
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macrophages) and the fifteen farthest macrophages(i.e. far macrophages) was calculated

by taking the mean of the macrophage distances in each group.

3.3.17 Statistical Analysis

Unless other noted,one-way ANOVA or two-way ANOVA was used with post-hoc com-

parisons in Prism9.Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for each pairwise com-

bination of samples using the pearson function from the scipy.stats module in Python.

These results were visualized with Matplotlib’s matshow function. For far-close tumor-

macrophage distance comparison, one tailed t-test was performed to compare the average

speed of close and far macrophages.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 In vitro-polarized BMDM phenotypic and functional profiles

are distinct from TAM profiles

To study the early events in the melanoma TME that shape the TAM tumor-promoting pro-

file, we proposed to build a 3D in vitro culture system using the Yale University Melanoma

Model (YUMM) 1.7, which has genetic changes common to human melanomas, includ-

ing BRAFV600E, Pten-/-, and Cdkn2-/- [107, 108]. In order to have a benchmark for our

model of melanoma TAMs in vitro, we first isolated TAMs from YUMM1.7 murine tu-

mors on days 7, 10 and 16 and characterized their phenotypic and functional profiles. The

melanoma TAMs from YUMM1.7 (Y) and YUMMER1.7 (YR) tumors showed an overall

similar phenotypic profile when contrasted against peritoneal macrophages isolated from

the same mice, with slight variations across timepoints (Figure3.4.a). However, these

melanoma TAMs displayed a heterogeneous phenotype, clustering into multiple subsets

expressing a combination of markers canonically associated with opposed polarization
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states. When we isolated TAMs from the tumor and cultured in vitro, they quickly lost this

complexity and became a more homogeneous population (Figure 3.4.b).

We next generated BMDMs with different polarization states (M0, M1 and M2), which

we proposed to use to model TAMs in our in vitro co-cultures, and we compared their

characteristics to the melanoma TAMs. Specifically, we measured expression of CD11b,

F4/80, Ly6C, CSF1R, iNOS, CD40, CD86, MHCII, Arg1 and CD206 expression by flow

cytometry. When we used principal component analysis (PCA) to visualize the expression

of M0, M1, and M2 BMDMs versus TAMs isolated from melanomas, we found that TAMs

showed an intermediate state (Figure3.1.a). Interestingly, we also found that TAMs had a

stronger association determined by the stage of the tumor, early (day 7) or late (day 14),

than with the tumor from which they were isolated. When the single-cell FACS data was

visualized using UMAP, we found that in vitro-polarized BMDMs had a more consistent

expression of canonical markers and were more tightly clustered than the TAMs, which

appeared to be composed of subpopulations with a mixed expression of M1- and M2-

associated markers (Figure3.1.b-c).

We also defined functional aspects of the melanoma TAMs in the TME through their

secretion profiles. Again using PCA to visualize the population-level secretion program

for each group, we observed that TAMs occupied a distinct functional state from M0, M1,

and M2 BMDMs, and these differences increased over time (Figure3.2.d). Analysis of

the cytokine and chemokine (C/C) secretion levels showed that TAMs secrete a broader

number of C/Cs than BMDMs with well-defined polarization states (Figure3.2.e), and dis-

played more variance between samples (Figure3.5.c). TAMs isolated from day 14 tumors

were more active secretors than those from day 7 tumors.

To further dissect the functional subsets of melanoma TAMs, we studied their single-

cell secretion using a multiplex panel for M1/M2-like profiling in an in-house microw-

ell device, developed in our lab (Figure3.6.d, [115]and previously used to characterize

BMDMs and TAMs [99, 110]. We found that approximately 60% of TAMs isolated
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from these melanoma tumors were not actively secreting any of the measured proteins

(Figure3.6.e), similar to previous observations[99]. When we compared secretion from

BMDMs polarized in vitro[110] to melanoma TAMs, we found that TAMs displayed a

secretion profile that placed them between the M1 and M2 in vitro-defined profiles (Fig-

ure3.2.f, Figure3.3.g). We identified functional clusters within these TAMs, which aligned

into two activation axes, one having an M2-like profile and another one with a mixed

pro-inflammatory one (Figure3.3.h, Figure3.6.f). TAMs from both melanoma tumors ex-

hibited similar profiles of secretion, with single-cell functional sub-clusters heterogeneity

(Figure3.6.g-h).
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Figure 3.1: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. a. Phenotypical profile of melanoma TAMs. Principal component analysis (PCA)
of the phenotype of in vitro stimulated BMDMs compared to TAMs from YUMM and
YUMMER early (day 7) and late (day 14) tumors. This phenotypical characterization was
assessed by flow cytometry using a panel of 10 markers and then combining the percent-
age and MFI of those parameters for the PCA analysis. For BMDMs n=5, TAMs n=4/5. b.
UMAP plots containing representative FACS single-cell data from a. Left, sample anno-
tation. Right, detailed panels with heatmaps showing the expression of different markers
used for analysis. c. UMAP visualization with superimposed annotation of markers ex-
pressed in different regions of the phenotypic space in YUMM d14 tumors.
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Figure 3.2: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. d. Functional profile of melanoma TAMs. PCA of the bulk secretion of in vitro
stimulated BMDMs compared to TAMs from YUMM and YUMMER early and late tu-
mors. e. Hierarchical clustering analysis of the secretion profile of Y and YR TAMs at
early and late timepoints compared to BMDM reference polarized states. f. UMAP visual-
ization of single-cell secretion profiles combining Y and YR TAMs with in vitro polarized
BMDMs into M1 or M2.
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Figure 3.3: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. g. Detail of the protein secretion associated with and M1- or M2-like function
and distribution between conditions. h. Annotation of the TAM functional clusters from
YUMM and YUMMER tumors, in the PHATE plots, showing the generation of a pro-
inflammatory axis on the first component and a Chi3l3 immunosuppressive axis on the
second component.
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Figure 3.4: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. a. We assessed melanoma TAM phenotype evolution by flow cytometry. Y and YR
TAMs were processed at different timepoints (days 7, 10 and 16) and combined in a UMAP
space for visualization. Peritoneal macrophage sample was added as a reference/control.
b. Representative characterization of the phenotypic changes TAM undergo after isolation
from the tumor and subsequent culture in in vitro 2D conditions for 7 days.
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Figure 3.5: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. c. Heatmap showing the variation of each measured protein across conditions.
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Figure 3.6: Characterization of the phenotype and functional profile of melanoma
TAMs. d. Single-cell barcode chip device components for detecting multiplexed individ-
ual cell secretion. e. Fraction of individual melanoma TAMs from d14 tumors secreting
different amount of proteins, showing high percentage of quiescent cells. f. Phenograph
clustering analysis of the single-cell secretion profile of Y and YR TAMs and classification
into functional clusters. g,h. Analysis of single-cell TAM secretion and detected clusters,
comparing Y and YR TAMs across different clusters.
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3.4.2 3D collagen cultures with BMDMs generate dynamic systems

appropriate to model the early melanoma TME

In addition to melanoma cells, YUMM tumors contain fibroblasts, immune and endothe-

lial cells, and ECM. When these melanoma cells are injected into mice, they come in

contact with the dermal components and infiltrate through the collagen structure (Figure

3.7.a). Between day 5 and day 7, fibroblast infiltration changes from being evenly dis-

tributed across different regions of the tumor to being isolated in the periphery (Figure

3.7.b, Figure 3.10.a). At this timepoint, YUMM melanoma tumors were established and

consistently continued to grow., but there was also a significant increase in tumor volume

after a week of this event (Figure 3.7.c left, Figure3.10.b). To determine if this change in

fibroblast infiltration is associated with a significant change in the composition and inter-

action with the ECM, we quantified the soluble collagen present within the tumor structure

of this melanoma model between days 7 and 14. In YUMM tumors, the collagen concen-

tration significantly decreased (from 6.9+/-0.1 µg collagen per mg of tumor to 5.5+/-0.8

µg collagen per mg tumor; Figure3.7.d). During the early days, tumor cells are growing

in direct contact with the dermal structure, fibroblasts and the immune infiltrate, which is

primarily made up of innate immune cells, mainly macrophages [107, 116]. Therefore,

it was in our interest to understand the interactions and supporting role of fibroblasts in

generating conditions that lead to tumor-promoting macrophages and favor tumor growth.

We first examined spheroids comprised of different combinations of macrophages,

fibroblasts and melanoma cells. The cell structure and adhesiveness of the spheroids

changed depending on their composition. BMDMs failed to form spheroids when cul-

tured alone, but were able to incorporate into spheroids when combined with other cell

types (Figure3.10.c, Figure3.8.e). The spheroids comprising BMDMs and YUMM cells

(M0+Y) were loose, hollow cell clusters with macrophages interspersed. Adding fibrob-

lasts to the BMDMs (M0+F) generated more solid spheroids but with indistinct bound-
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aries from which cells escaped over time. Notably, spheroids with BMDMs, YUMM

cells and fibroblasts (M0+Y+F) exhibited distinct features, forming solid, dense spheroids

with well-defined smooth boundaries (Figure3.8.e), resembling the compact structure of in

vivo YUMM tumors [116]. These results support the critical role of melanoma-fibroblast-

macrophage interactions in establishing the growing tumor. However, imaging these struc-

tures is difficult due to the high cell density, and so in order to study early cell-cell inter-

actions, we proceeded to develop the 3D collagen cultures.

To recapitulate the melanoma TME in vitro, and study the early interactions between

macrophages and stromal cells, we generated 3D cultures in 1.5mg/ml type-I collagen gels

(Fig 2f). We combined YUMM cells with the 3T3-MEF fibroblast cell line and BMDMs,

and analyzed the cocultures for up to 7 days. For the cell lines used, we compared

different seeding densities for optimal growth in this 3D environment, and we selected

6x105 3T3MEF/ml and 2x105 YUMM/ml. We set the initial ratio in our cocultures of

BMDM:Fibroblast:YUMM to 12:3:1 (Figure 3.11,Figure 3.12). In this coculture setting,

unstimulated BMDMs (M0) displayed a distinct change in morphology and behavior de-

pending on cell distributions in local areas of the gel. Macrophages in close proximity to

YUMM or fibroblasts are generally longer and display extended protrusions, with their cell

body aligned along the direction of the accompanying cells, and reaching for direct con-

tact (Figure 3.9.f, Figure3.11.d). Macrophages farther away from other cell populations

are mostly round and small, with a morphology similar to monocultured macrophages.

This suggests that macrophages are influenced by other cell types in the 3D collagen co-

cultures.

Furthermore, we observed collagen alignment and thickening in the gels, colocalizing

spatially with the fibroblasts, suggesting that they might be pulling collagen bundles and

altering the landscape of ECM over time (Figure3.9.h).
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Figure 3.7: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. a.
Characterization of YUMM tumors. Schematic representation of the melanoma microen-
vironment (TME), HE staining of tumors showing the intradermal tumor structure, infil-
trating the whole dermal compartment and the subcutaneous space (d7 n=5, d14 n=6). b.
Quantification of EGFR+ fibroblast density in two regions of the tumor, the middle (Mid)
and the Edge. In this melanoma model, fibroblasts are evenly distributed in across regions
of early tumors but, after day 7, they are rapidly segregated to the edge. c. Change in
tumor volume between d7 and d14 in YUMM (n=6). d. Quantification of soluble collagen
in YUMM tumors (d7 n=2, d14 n=4).
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Figure 3.8: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. e.
Schematic of the proposed translation of the melanoma TME into a 3D collagen cultures
for in vitro analysis, combining BMDMs with YUMM cells and fibroblasts. After a few
days in these cultures, BMDMs show different activation states, depending on their and
presence of other cells.
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Figure 3.9: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. f.
Representative image of a YUMM/BMDM 3D culture seeded as a single cell suspension
of the cells. The white ellipse delineates an area where macrophages located further away
from YUMM cells. Inserts on the right are cropped areas delineated by the dotted squares.
Zoomed-in images of how macrophages differ in morphology as soon as 24h after starting
the coculture, Scale bar in 200µm. g. Representative images of collagen remodeling at 48h
post gel embedding. Scale bar in 100µm. h. Representative confocal imaging of spheroids
seeded in collagen after 4 days, containing unstimulated BMDMs (M0) and combined
with the other components of the system. Initial cell seeding number M0: 24x103/well,
YUMM: 2x103/well. Fibroblast: 6x103/well, in 10µl gel. Scale bar are 100µm.
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Figure 3.10: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. a.
Rep- resentative images of fibroblast staining on YUMMER tumors. To locate and quan-
tify fibroblasts in melanoma tumors at early time points, we performed immunohistochem-
istry staining for EGFR+ cells. After day 7, fibroblasts became segregated to the edge and
this distribution was sustained over time. b. Growing curve, expressed in tumor volume
(mm3), of YUMM tumors, injected in B6 immunocompetent mice (n=6). c. Represen-
tative spheroids generated in Matrigel prior to embedding into collagen-I for further cul-
ture.
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Figure 3.11: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. d.
Description of the timeline of the 3D coculture experiments. e. Representative confocal
images of coculture combinations of the 3 components. Cocultures were pre- pared using
single cell suspensions, with GFP+ YUMM cells, tdTomato+3T3-MEFs and Deep-red
dye+ BMDMs.
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Figure 3.12: Mimicking the early melanoma TME with a 3D co-culture system. f.
Timeline of 3D culture of GFP+ YUMM cells in collagen-I with different starting seeding
cell density. g. Timeline of 3D culture of tdTomato+ 3T3MEF cells in collagen-I with
different initial cell seeding densities.
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3.4.3 3D collagen culture reveals progressive macrophage-stromal in-

teractions leading to cell activation

Once we determined the optimal density and conditions for each cell type in the 3D

collagen-I environment, we characterized the composition of the coculture at different

timepoints. Starting with a composition containing 75% BMDMs (12M:3F:1Y ratio), we

observed a rapid increase in the tumor cells and fibroblasts in the first 24h, most likely due

to their higher proliferation rates. By day 3, the macrophages made up less than 20% of

the total culture, while the tumor cells and fibroblasts significantly increased in number,

comprising more than 80% of the culture system (Figure 3.13.a). This ratio was sustained

over time, showing similar proportions after a week (Figure 3.13.a). We next characterized

the health and proliferation of macrophages as a function of other cells in the cocultures.

BMDMs cultured alone in the collagen-I matrix, in complete media but without M-CSF

or polarizing cues, remained viable for the first 24h, but did not survive past day 3 (Figure

3.13.b). However, the presence of either fibroblasts or tumor cells within the culture sig-

nificantly increased their survival, with fibroblasts slightly more efficient than tumor cells

at maintaining the viability of the BMDMs (Figure 3.13.b, day 3 time point). Consistent

with viability, the proliferation of macrophages in the 3D cocultures gradually increased

over time, and by day 7, most of the BMDMs had undergone at least one division cycle

(Figure 3.13.c). The presence of fibroblasts induced increased macrophage proliferation

as early as day 3, and also supported a larger fraction of highly proliferative macrophages

(Figure 3.13.d). Increased BMDM viability and proliferation in 3D cocultures with tumor

cells and fibroblasts was observed with all polarization states (Figure 3.16.a-b).

We also examined how 3T3MEF fibroblasts were affected in the co-cultures with

macrophages and tumor cells. This fibroblast cell line expressed of several receptors and

adhesion molecules commonly found in primary fibroblasts and CAFs, including PDGFR,

TGFRI, VCAM1 and Podoplanin, but exhibiting heterogeneity in the population level
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(Figure 3.16.d). 3T3MEF fibroblasts in the 3D cocultures showed secretion profile dif-

ferent from basal state and TGF-1 stimulation. Their interaction with the BMDMs and

tumor cells in the collagen-I matrix induced increased production of GM-CSF, G-CSF,

IL-6, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4 and CCL12, and reduction of IFN-1, LIF, VEGF, CCL17,

CXCL5 and CX3CL1 (Figure 3.14.e). We found that 3T3MEFs appeared to be activated

by signals from the 3D TME. YUMM-conditioned media alone induced activation of these

fibroblasts, observed by morphological changes, upregulation of -SMA and FAP expres-

sion. These fibroblasts were active secretors and contractile in a collagen-I environment

for several days, even if alone in the cocultures (Figure 3.15.f, Figure3.12).f

To study how the cell components of the 3D culture dynamically interact with the

matrix, we quantified the soluble collagen in each condition over time. The presence

of different cell types in the cocultures led to distinct changes in the collagen-I ECM.

There was a significant overall loss of soluble collagen between day 3 and day 7 across

all conditions, indicating ECM remodeling and collagen degradation (Figure 3.15.g). The

polarization state of BMDMs (M0, M1 or M2) did not impact the total soluble collagen

present in the 3D cocultures in the evaluated timepoints (Figure 3.16.d). Overall, we

conclude that fibroblast activation in the cocultures was accompanied by the remodeling

of the ECM, similar to what we observed in tumors (Figure 3.7.c).
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Figure 3.13: Rapid functional cell activation after early interactions in the 3D
melanoma TME. a. Evolution of the composition of cell types in 3D cultures over time,
starting from a 12:3:1 M-F-Y ratio (d1 n=4, d3 n=5, d7 n=8). b. M0 BMDM survival in
3D cultures over time. Viability of macrophages was assessed after being cultured alone or
in combination with the other cell components, at d1, d3 and d7 (n=3). c. M0 BMDM pro-
liferation in 3D cultures overtime. We analyzed cell divisions of macrophages after CFSE
staining, and considered in the proliferating fraction all cells that had undergone at least
one division cycle (n=2). d. Representative histograms of macrophage proliferation from
all the coculture conditions, gates are highlighting the high proliferative subpopulations
(over 2 divisions at each timepoint).
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Figure 3.14: Rapid functional cell activation after early interactions in the 3D
melanoma TME. e. Hierarchical clustering of 43-plex secretion profile analysis of
3T3MEF fibroblasts. We compared secretion in resting cells with TGF-β1 stimulation
and fibroblast from 7d 3D cocultures.
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Figure 3.15: Rapid functional cell activation after early interactions in the 3D
melanoma TME. f. Activation of the 3T3-MEF cell line by YUMM melanoma cells.
Fibroblasts were stimulated with YUMM conditioned media (CM), and we observed mor-
phological changes under the light microscope and activation through expression of a-
SMA. When cultured in 3D cultures, we assessed fibroblast functional activation in a
stained collagen pulling assay. g. Quantification of total soluble collagen-I in the M0 3D
cultures, at d3 and d7, compared to the initial collagen-I added in each. A control well
with no cells was kept as a control of the quantifiable soluble collagen-I (n=4). *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001,****p<0.0001.
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Figure 3.16: Rapid functional cell activation after early interactions in the 3D
melanoma TME. a. Survival of polarized BMDMs in 3D cultures over time. Viabil-
ity of macrophages was assessed after being cultured alone or in combination with the
other cell components, at d1, d3 and d7 (n=2). b. Proliferation of polarized BMDMs in 3D
cultures overtime. We analyzed cell divisions of macrophages after CFSE staining, and
considered in the proliferating fraction all cells that had undergone at least one division
cycle. In M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in equal parts in the same culture.
In M0m1m2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in ratio 4:1:1 in the same culture. c. Repre-
sentative histograms of FACS characterization of 3T3MEF fibroblast marker expression.
d. Comparison of total soluble collagen-I in M+F+Y 3D cocultures with different initial
polarization states at d3 and d7 (n=4). *p<0.05.
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3.4.4 BMDMs undergo rapid major changes in morphology and motil-

ity in response to melanoma cells in the 3D in vitro TME

We next explored the biomechanical activation of BMDMs in 3D cocultures that could

be associated with functional changes in these cells. We quantified parameters related

to the size, shape and motility of the BMDMs in 3D cocultures over time, in response

to the presence of tumor cells and/or fibroblasts in the culture. Regarding morphology,

we characterized the BMDM compactness (i.e., the degree of protrusive structures that

add to the total cell body area) and circularity (i.e., the degree of the cell shape approx-

imating to a circle; see Methods). Most M0 BMDMs are round, with high compactness

index. However, when exposed to tumor cells or fibroblasts, the morphology of BMDMs

change significantly during the first 3 days, and was sustained thereafter (Figure3.17.a).

In coculture conditions, macrophages elongate and generate protrusive dendrites, although

BMDMs from M0+Y+F cocultures demonstrate a slightly higher frequency of ‘star-like’

morphology and relatively lower compactness (Figure 3.19.a-c). The circularity and elon-

gation of macrophages exhibited similar distribution in coculture conditions in the first

several days (Figure3.17.b). More heterogeneity in cell shape was observed in coculture

versus monoculture conditions.

The average speed of macrophage migration in 3D cocultures with fibroblasts and

tumor cells increased over time; in contrast, the average speed of macrophages in mono-

cultures remained low (Figure 3.17.c,Figure3.18.d). This demonstrates that the presence

of melanoma cells and/or fibroblasts, provided cues not only to maintain macrophage sur-

vival but also to promote activation and migration. Macrophages in M0+Y and M0+Y+F

generally show similar levels of motility, as shown by their average displacement within

the 3D gels (Figure3.17.e). Of note, BMDMs in the M0+Y condition migrate around the

culture slightly more than the M0+Y+F condition on day7, as seen both by average speed

and displacement (Figure3.17.c,e).
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We observed high synchronicity between individual macrophage behavior in the co-

cultures combining melanoma cells and fibroblasts. Initial activation for the first 24h in-

duced a non-directional, oscillatory movement in the BMDMs. Then, most macrophages

acquired a spindle-like shape on day 3, with a ‘scouting mode’ on, moving faster and

longer distances. Finally, they transitioned into a more stationary state, with star-like mor-

phology on day 7 (Video S1 - see published paper suppmentary information). We did

not observe significant differences in morphology when starting the cocultures with pre-

polarized BMDMs (i.e., M1 or M2; data now shown); overall, they showed similar migra-

tion behaviors to M0, in both monoculture and cocultures (Figure3.19.c, Figure3.20.d).

To determine if the activation of macrophages in the 3D environment is dependent on

the relative distance to the tumor cells, we tracked the speed of each macrophage relative

to its initial distance from a tumor cell (Figure3.18.f-g). We found that the average speed

of macrophages initiated within 100µ of a tumor cells was significantly higher than for

macrophages that started further away (Figure3.18.h,j). However, proximity to a tumor

cell did not guarantee high macrophage mobility. Overall, we conclude that the presence of

tumor cells and fibroblasts have a strong effect on macrophage motility in the co-cultures.
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Figure 3.17: Significant morphology and motility changes in BMDM activation in 3D
co-cultures over time. a. Generation of cell protrusions in M0 BMDMs across multi-
ple days exposed to different 3D environments. Compactness was calculated as described
in the methods. Cells were first classified into two categories, low/medium compactness
[0-0.8] and high compactness [0.8-1]. For each condition and time, proportion of cells in
each category were calculated and plotted as percentages of total. Gray bar, high com-
pactness [0.8-1], colored bar, low/med compactness [0-0.8]. b. Violin plots showing the
early changes in BMDM morphology in different 3D environments. Circularity index was
calculated as described in MM. c. Average migration speed of macrophage, data shown
as Mean +/- SD. e. Average mean square displacement (MSD) of M0 BMDMs across
multiple days exposed to different 3D environments. data shown as Mean +/- SEM.
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Figure 3.18: Significant morphology and motility changes in BMDM activation in 3D
co-cultures over time. d. Overlaid migration trajectories of M0 BMDMs in different 3D
environments, at different timepoints. f. Representative image of calculation of distance
between macrophages and the closest tumor cell at early timepoint (day 1). Overlaid data
on individual average speed of the BMDM. g. Scatter plot of M0 BMDMs average speed
vs distance to the closest YUMM cell after 24h of 3D coculture. h. The bar plots compare
the average speed of the top 15 closest and top 15 farthest macrophages from the nearest
YUMM cell at day0. i. Representative image of the initial stage of M0+Y 3D coculture
used to identify macrophages and locate and calculate their distance in x,y,z to the closest
tumor cell. j. Histograms of the average speed of M0 BMDMs either closest to (left) or
farthest from (right) tumor cells.
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Figure 3.19: Significant morphology and motility changes in BMDM activation in
3D co-cultures over time. a. Representative image to demonstrate segmentation perfor-
mance. b. A summary of representative macrophage morphology in each condition, 36h
post gel embedding. Scale bar is 100µm. c. Comparison of the elongation index of
macrophages at day 5 in different 3D environments. The elongation index is defined as the
width/length ratio of the maximum bounding box of macrophage.
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Figure 3.20: Significant morphology and motility changes in BMDM activation in 3D
co-cultures over time. d. Average speed of M1 and M2 BMDM 3D cultures from day
0 to day 7. Data shown as Mean +/- SD. e. Average MSD of unstimulated and polarized
BMDMs (M0, M1 and M2) at the initiation of the 3D cultures and at day3. Data shown as
Mean +/- SEM. f. Overlaid migration trajectories of polarized BMDMs (M1 and M2) at
day 3.
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3.4.5 BMDMs in the in vitro 3D TME show an immunosuppressive

transition into a melanoma TAM-like profile

The parameters analyzed above, including cell-cell direct interactions, forces transduced

by the 3D matrix and motility, and the membrane-bound or secreted cues, suggested that

macrophages would be influenced by these coculture conditions. Therefore, we evaluated

how macrophages evolve in the cocultures over time. We were particularly interested

in assessing the plasticity of their phenotype as the culture progressed, and determining

which initial polarization state (M0, M1, or M2) would most resemble TAMs isolated

directly from the melanoma TME.

We first assessed the phenotype of M0 BMDMs in the 3-cell coculture (M0+Y+F)

conditions using multiplexed flow cytometry. When we visualized these measurements

using UMAP, we observed diverse subpopulations of ‘3D TAMs’ that evolved over time

(Figure 3.21.a), with a fraction of BMDMs acquiring expressing of Arginase-1 (Arg-1),

CD206 and F4/80. After 7 days of coculture, the phenotypic profile of the M0 BMDMs

evolved to look more similar to the average phenotype of the melanoma TAM profile in

early (day 7) tumors, as analyzed by PCA (Figure3.21.b). When analyzing 3D cocultures

with BMDMs cultured with only one other cell type (i.e., with fibroblasts or tumor cells),

we found that it was the fibroblasts that favored the M0 BMDM transition, observing a

larger fraction positive for Arg-1 by day 7 (19% vs. 13%; Figure 5c). When all three cell

types were combined, there was a more dynamic evolution of the phenotype. Initially a

small fraction of M0 BMDMs acquired iNOS expression, which was not observed after

day 1, while rapidly acquiring Arg-1 expression (both iNOS+ and iNOS− at day 1), and

increasing towards day 3, as compared to the 2-component cultures (Figure 3.21.c).

Interestingly, when BMDMs were pre-polarized with an M1 or M2 phenotype, they ex-

hibited different trajectories in their temporal phenotypic evolution in the co-cultures that

were distinct from the mono-cultures, but were also less similar to the TAMs than BMDMs
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initialized in an M0 state, as analyzed by PCA (Figure3.24.a). A more detailed examina-

tion of their evolution revealed that BMDMs retained characteristics of their starting states

up to day 3; and between days 3 and 7, BMDMs started expressing complex phenotypes

with mixed M1/M2 markers regardless of their initial starting state (Figure3.24b-c). In-

terestingly, M1 BMDMs showed a strong dependence on the polarizing cues to maintain

their profile, as evidenced by their rapid loss of iNOS expression in the co-cultures. In

contrast, M2 BMDMs exhibited a stronger commitment to their induced phenotype, with

increasing expression of Arg-1 in the co-cultures (Figure 3.24.d).

We further examined cocultures initialized with a mix of BMDM polarization states,

as might be expected to occur in a more complex tissue at the point of tumor initiation.

As shown previously, YUMM TAMs exhibited a mixed M1/M2 profile, though not as

clearly polarized as reference BMDMs (Figure3.1a-c, Figure3.22.d). Starting with dif-

ferent M0:M1:M2 ratios in the macrophage fraction of the cocultures generated by day

7 more diverse ‘3D TAM’ populations (Figure3.22.d). Mixed BMDMs in the cocultures

maintained characteristics of their initial states through day 3, and seemingly evolving in-

dependently from one another. However, by day 7, the BMDMs were expressing mixed

M1/M2 markers similar to the M0 BMDMs evolved in the cocultures (Figure 3.24.d,Figure

3.25.e).

Finally, to evaluate how closely our ‘3D TAMs’ resembled more advanced tumor

stages, we compared BMDMs initialized in either the M0 state or in a mix of M0:M1:M2

states, followed by evolution in the 3D cocultures, and compared them to d7 and d14

melanoma TAMs. We chose to compare both time points since we observed hetero-

geneity between TAM samples collected at the same timepoint and we had observed a

dynamic TAM phenotype in vivo (Figure3.1.a). We observed that ‘3D TAMs’ initial-

ized in either the M0 or the mixed state evolved towards TAMs isolated from YUMM

tumors, as analyzed by PCA (Figure3.23.e). Interestingly, when examining the hetero-

geneity of the TAMs using UMAP, we found that ‘3D TAMs’ clustered slightly closer to
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d14 YUMM TAMs, displaying the expression of a combination of immunosuppressive

and pro-inflammatory markers (Figure3.23f-g, Figure3.26.f). In addition, it appeared that

BMDMs initialized in a mix of states clustered closer to YUMM TAMs than a pure M0

culture (Figure3.26.g). Overall, we conclude that co-cultures with tumor cells and fibrob-

lasts shape BMDM phenotypic profiles regardless of initial state, but initializing with a

mix of M0:M1:M2 BMDMs, and to a lesser extent with M0 BMDMs, leads to a pheno-

type most similar to TAMs from YUMM/ER tumors.

Figure 3.21: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state.
a. Analysis of unstimulated BMDM (M0) phenotype over time in 3D cocultures. UMAP
clustering showing macrophages from the M0+F+Y coculture at d1, d3 and d7 combined.
Heatmaps provide detailed distribution of marker expression, highlighting different sub-
populations and evolution over time. b. PCA analysis of M0 BMDM phenotype trajectory
over time in 3D cultures, compared to day 7 melanoma TAMs. c. Representative dot plots
of M1/M2 markers iNOS/Arg1 in M0 BMDMs as monocultures and different combina-
tions of macrophage 3D cocultures, and their evolution over time.
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Figure 3.22: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state. d.
Hierarchical clustering of marker z-score of macrophages from polarized BMDM profiles,
3D cocultures at d7 and early (d7) and late (d14) melanoma tumors. e. PCA analysis of
macrophage phenotype over time in 3D cocultures. Highlighted in color, M0 3D monocul-
tures and cocultures and TAMs, collected at day 7. Dashed circles delineate the phenotypic
space by sample type, showing partial overlap between the YUMM TAMs and in vitro ‘3D
TAMs’.
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Figure 3.23: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state. f.
UMAP clustering of macrophages from 3D mono- and cocultures and early (d7) melanoma
tumors, comparing single-cell phenotype. g. UMAP clustering of macrophages from
3D mono- and cocultures and late (d14) melanoma tumors, comparing single-cell pheno-
type. In M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in equal parts in the same culture.
In (1) M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in equal parts in the same culture. In
(2) M0m1m2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in ratio 4:1:1 in the same culture. In (3)
M0+Y+F.
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Figure 3.24: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state.a.
PCA analysis of pre-polarized macrophage phenotype trajectories over time in 3D cul-
tures, compared to day 7 melanoma TAMs. b. UMAP clustering visualizing the plasticity
and evolution of the macrophage phenotype in 3D cocultures, starting from different pre-
polarized states (M0, M1 or M2). c. Heatmaps with details of the marker expression at
day 7, starting from different pre-polarized states.
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Figure 3.25: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state.
d. Representative dot plots of M1/M2 markers iNOS/Arg1 in the pre-polarized BMDMs
before coculture, and their evolution in the coculture with YUMM and fibroblasts.
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Figure 3.26: Evolution and modeling of BMDM phenotype into a TAM-like state.
e. UMAP clustering visualizing the plasticity and evolution of the macrophage phenotype
in 3D cocultures, starting from a mix of pre-polarized states (M0+M1+M2). At day 1 and
day 3, sub- clusters were labeled according to their leading phenotype. At endpoint at
day 7, the plot has superimposed annotations of the main markers expressed in different
regions. f. PCA analysis comparing d7-coculture macrophage phenotype to d7 and d14
melanoma TAMs. g. Pearson correlation. In M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed
in equal parts in the same culture. In M0m1m2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in ratio
4:1:1 in the same culture.
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3.4.6 BMDMs in the in vitro 3D TME acquire a sustained mixed M1/M2-

like functional profile resembling melanoma TAMs

Lastly, we evaluated the secretion profile induced in BMDMs evolved in the 3D TME

cocultures as a measure of the potential effector functions of ‘3D TAMs’ and the other

cell components. We analyzed cocultures containing all the cell types but varied the initial

composition of polarized BMDMs (i.e., M0, M1, M2, or mixed). After 7 days in the

3D cocultures, we extracted and sorted the three cell types, cultured them to collect their

conditioned media and then analyzed the secreted C/Cs with a multiplexed immunoassay

(Figure3.27.a). We observed that ‘3D TAMs’ secreted higher levels and a broader range

of C/Cs on the panel, as compared to tumor cells and ‘3D CAFs’. Some of these secreted

proteins were shared with the ‘3D CAFs’, such as CXCL1, VEGF, G-CSF and GM-CSF.

The tumor cells secreted few C/Cs on the panel, including exclusive secretion of IL-11,

and shared secretion of CX3CL1, LIF and TIMP-1 with the fibroblasts (Figure3.27.b).

Similar to the results from our phenotypic analysis, the 3D TME shaped the BMDM

secretory profile to resemble the one observed in melanoma TAMs. PCA analysis of the

secretion profile showed a transition path similar to our phenotypic analysis, in which se-

cretion was initially aligned with polarized BMDMs, but then transitioned to a more com-

plex state resembling TAMs from YUMM tumors (Figure3.28.c). Coculturing BMDMs

with tumor cells and fibroblasts in 3D conditions induced a secretion profile that exhib-

ited a similar pattern to TAMs, with some of these complex M1/M2 features, after only

7 days (Figure3.28.d, Figure3.29.e). When looking in detail at the multiplexed secre-

tion, the 3D TAMs secreted TNF-α, IFN-β1 and CXCL10, as well as IL-10, CCL17 and

CCL22. This 3D TAM profile correlated with the standard M2-like profile, to a similar

degree as TAMs (Figure3.29.f). But the cocultures established with BMDMs that were

M2 pre-polarized only, rapidly changed the production of these cytokines over time (Fig-

ure3.30.b). However, not all the networks from the melanoma TME were reproduced in
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vitro. Supernatant from whole YUMM tumors contained a significant number of shared

cytokines/chemokines, but also contained IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-9, IL-17, CCL20, CCL21,

among others, which were not observed in the cocultures and so were most likely produced

by other components not included in vitro, like T cells or endothelial and lymphatic cells

(Figure3.30.c).

Figure 3.27: BMDM transition into an immunosuppressive TAM-like functional pro-
file after 7 days of 3D co-culture. a. Schematic representation of the isolation of com-
ponents after 3D coculture for secretion profiling combining BMDMs with fibroblasts and
YUMM cells. b. Heatmaps with z-scores for all the proteins studied in all three fractions.
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Figure 3.28: BMDM transition into an immunosuppressive TAM-like functional pro-
file after 7 days of 3D co-culture. c. Functional profile of ‘3D TAMs’ compared to
melanoma TAMs. PCA of the bulk secretion of macrophages from 3D cocultures, in vitro
stimulated BMDMs and TAMs from YUMM early and late tumors. d. Hierarchical clus-
tering of 43-plex secretion profile analysis of ‘3D TAMs’ and Y TAMs at early and late
timepoints compared to 3D BMDM reference polarized states.
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Figure 3.29: BMDM transition into an immunosuppressive TAM-like functional pro-
file after 7 days of 3D co-culture. e. Bar graphs with the absolute concentration of
secreted cytokines/chemokines in sorted macrophages from 3D cocultures at day 7, and
compared with polarized reference BMDMs and early and late Y TAMs. f. Pearson corre-
lation. (1) In M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in equal parts in the same culture.
In M0m1m2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in ratio 4:1:1 in the same culture.
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Figure 3.30: BMDM transition into an immunosuppressive TAM-like functional pro-
file after 7 days of 3D co-culture. a. Schematic diagram of the collection of supernatants
from the 3D cultures over time, M+Y+F in this example. b. Quantification of the condi-
tioned media of 3D cultures a different timepoints. c. Hierarchical clustering of 43-plex
secretion profile analysis of whole fraction of YUMM and YUMMER tumors at d7, com-
pared to the different 3D cocultures at day 7. In M0M1M2, polarized BMDMs were mixed
in equal parts in the same culture. In M0m1m2, polarized BMDMs were mixed in ratio
4:1:1 in the same culture.
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3.5 Discussion

It is increasingly clear that in vitro macrophage polarization protocols do not recapitu-

late the complex macrophage phenotypes observed in vivo [117, 118]. Single-cell ap-

proaches have provided a more complete look into macrophage heterogeneity in tumor

infiltrates[119, 120], with surrounding cells and cues that influence their behavior and

shape their functional response [91, 121, 122]. Developing experimental models to study

TAMs in vitro is not as simple as inducing a cell program through a signaling pathway,

especially when the definition of polarization state, especially for ‘M2-like, has been ex-

panding over the years to fit the pathophysiology of the macrophages [123]. TAMs in

the YUMM model were no exception, with strong heterogeneity and an evolving profile

over time. Single-cell analysis showed that individual TAMs indeed had a mixed M1/M2

phenotype, with co-expression of markers such as CD206 and MHCII, while the secre-

tion profile revealed an interesting pattern with a high proportion of resting cells and the

remaining cells aligned with either a pro-inflammatory or an immunosuppressive axis.

Interestingly, we also found that TAM heterogeneity is lost when isolated and cultured

ex vivo in 2D conditions, emphasizing the need for TME signals to maintain their identity.

In recent years, 3D cultures in hydrogels, including collagen [124, 125], have provided

valuable tools to accelerate tumor studies and TME modeling [106, 105]. In the present

study, we developed a 3D collagen co-culture system to mimic the melanoma TME and

investigate how interactions between melanoma cells, fibroblasts, and macrophages shape

the early stages of macrophage immune activity leading to such complex phenotypes. At

this early timepoints, immune infiltration in the tumors is primarily from myeloid lineages,

with tissue-resident and newly-recruited components. While our 3D system does not re-

capitulate all influential immune components, such as dendritic cells [126], there is strong

evidence that macrophages play a key role in generating a pro-tumoral niche [86, 90].
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Here, we found that with a relatively simple 3-cell type reconstruction of the TME, we

were able to capture a macrophage immunosuppressive transition and see them acquire a

phenotypic and functional profile similar to that of TAMs isolated directly from growing

melanoma tumors.

The 3D 3-cell type reconstruction of the TME provided survival, proliferation and

activation cues to the macrophages, building evident cell circuits with the fibroblasts,

as described before [127]. However, by starting with extreme polarization state pro-

files (M0, M1, and M2), we identified different trajectories in which the macrophages

evolved their phenotypic and functional profiles. In an effort to recreate a starting point

that would ultimately lead to the melanoma TAM-like state, we generated conditions in

which macrophages expressed markers and secreted factors associated with both M1 and

M2 polarization (Figure 5). Interestingly, just like our 3D TAMs, M2 macrophage pro-

file partially correlated with the overall TAM phenotypic profiles, reinforcing the tradi-

tional idea of their categorization as immunosuppressive. However, detailed analysis of

the markers indicates that there still was mismatch on M1-associated markers. With this

3D TME, we were able to generate a stable system that generated and combined most

of this M2-like immunosuppressive features with M1-like parameters, and was sustained

over time.

Evidence from our work showed that adding fibroblasts to macrophage+tumor cells

limits macrophage migration after day 3, most likely related to ECM remodeling. It re-

mains to be studied whether this has an impact in the dynamics in vivo . When YUMM

tumors start to grow exponentially after day 5 and 7, they may be leaving fibroblasts phys-

ically excluded in the periphery, with a higher ratio of tumor cell to fibroblast, in line with

our measured reduction of total collagen per tumor mass. This newly-formed surrounding

fibroblast belt could provide a compact tumor structure, as we have seen in the in vitro

YUMM spheroids, and potentially generate a physical barrier with additional immuno-

suppressive signals to the arriving T cells [128].
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From the time-lapse imaging in our 3D coculture system, we observed several signif-

icant trends in macrophage behavior over time. First, we found that the average speed

of macrophage migration increased inversely with the distance to the closest YUMM

melanoma cell (Figure 4). A previous study suggested that dynamic fibroblast contrac-

tions can recruit macrophages when cocultured in fibrillar collagen[38]. YUMM cells

likely activate macrophages in a similar way by dynamically contracting surrounding col-

lagen. Second, we observed that macrophages in the cocultures increased their average

speed and became more stellate-like over time, which might be in part due to dynamic

changes in the collagen environment. Both macrophages and fibroblasts are highly active

in remodeling collagen [129, 130, 131]. In addition, macrophages are plastic and respond

to material surfaces or collagen architecture by adopting different shapes[92, 132, 133].

Macrophage shape has been linked to phenotype, as elongation of macrophages without

external cytokine stimulation was shown to induce markers of M2 polarization [92]. In our

system, we also observed that elongation of macrophages was associated with an M2-like

evolution. Direct contact with neighboring tumor cells and/or fibroblasts through inte-

grins can also shape macrophage phenotype[134]. Importantly, by day 5, macrophages

in the 3D cocultures resembled the morphology of TAMs observed via intravital imaging

[101, 135].

In addition to biomechanical cues, it is likely that BMDMs in the cocultures are re-

sponding to biochemical cues in the microenvironment. Fibroblasts and macrophages

create a stable circuit in tissues through the exchange of growth factors[127]. In our

cocultures, we observe fibroblasts secreting several growth factors, including G-CSF and

GM-CSF that could account for the viability and proliferation of macrophages in the cocul-

tures, in addition to their own production of M-CSF[136]. In addition, we see fibroblasts

secreting fractalkine/CX3CL1, which has been implicated in anti-cancer responses[137].

Macrophages evolved in the cocultures secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines associated

with an M1 polarization state (e.g., TNF-α, IL-6, and CCL3), as well as factors more
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commonly associated with an M2 phenotype (e.g., CCL17, CCL22, and IL-10). This

reflects what we have measured from TAMs isolated from in vivo tumors[99].

As discussed above, this is a closed system, which is limited to the original compo-

nents used to set up the culture and is further limited in the total time the culture can be

monitored without collapsing. In this 3D TME, we are able to evaluate local responses

of macrophages and fibroblasts to addition of perturbations to the system. Possible next

steps would include to sequentially incorporate other cell types in the 3D TME, as shown

recently[105], and also capture some features of this dynamic transition in live tumors

and interaction with other tissue structures and cell types, using lineage and functional

reporters [138, 139]. Live-tumor experiments would also allow us to understand better

the dynamics of exclusion of fibroblasts. During this first 7 days, melanoma cells interact

with fibroblasts and macrophages to build and establish their immunosuppressive, tumor-

promoting TME.

3.6 Conclusions

We have developed an in vitro 3D collagen model of cell-cell interactions that shape im-

mune activity in the early melanoma TME. In this in vitro model, stromal cells induced

increased motility and response from macrophages, and macrophage acquired a pheno-

type and functional profile that resembled TAMs from melanoma tumors. Our systems

will enable future studies of changes in macrophage-stromal crosstalk in the melanoma

TME.
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Chapter 4

Self-Assembly of Mesoscaled Collagen
Architectures and Applications in 3D

Cell Migration

4.1 Abstract

3D in vitro tumor models have recently been intensively investigated as they can recapitu-

late key features in the tumor microenvironment. Reconstruction of a biomimetic scaffold

is critical in these models. However, most current methods focus on modulating local

properties (e.g. micro- and nano-scaled topographies), without capturing global scaled

(millimeter) or mesoscaled (intermediate scales from micrometer to millimeter) features.

Here we introduce a novel, simple and reproducible method of modulating type I collagen-

based ECM scaffolds by disrupting the gelation process. Collagen scaffolds fabricated

with this method are thickened and wavy at a larger scale while featuring global softness.

Thickened collagen patches are interconnected with loose collagen network, highly resem-

bling collagen architecture in human skin scars. This type of thickened collagen bundles

promotes tumor cell dissemination. The effect is significantly augmented at the presence

of fibroblasts. The application of this type of collagen triggers different morphology and

migration behaviors of tumor cells and highlights the importance of mesoscaled architec-
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Figure 4.1: Graphic Abstract

tures. In addition, our method paves new ways of collagen architecture modification by

mechanical agitation during fibrillogenesis and gelation.

4.2 Introduction

Tumors are often described as ”wounds that do not heal”[140]. Tumorigenesis is tightly

associated with chronic tissue damage and repair processes[141]. The hallmarks of tumors

are highly overlapped with those of wound healing[35]. Cancer and wound healing both

feature sustained proliferative signaling, evasion from immune destruction, cell death re-

sistance, inflammation, angiogenesis, ECM remodeling, and activated cell migration[35].

However, cancer cells harbor high genome instability and immortality which intrinsically

differentiate the morbid tumor progression from normal wound healing[35, 6].

During the scar formation of mechanically injured tissue, blood clot consisting of red

blood cells, platelets, and extracellular matrix molecules are first formed, followed by re-

cruitment of neutrophils, monocytes, and ensuing inflammation. Meanwhile fibroblasts
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are activated into myofibroblasts and increase ECM deposition. Continuous ECM genera-

tion and crosslinking(wound closure), re-epithelization and angiogenesis are the last stage

of wound healing before tissue restores original homeostasis[142].

The progression of solid tumor and fibrotic diseases are highly tissue-dependent and

more complicated than normal scar formation. Pathological ECM remodeling[143, 144]

is usually implicated in liver carcinoma[145], breast cancer[68], melanoma[91] and lung

cancer[146]. The dysregulated ECM signatures are directly associated with poor prognosis

and also immunotherapy failure[147].

3D in vitro models are useful for mimicking specific aspects of the tumor microen-

vironment(TME) and study the dynamic ECM evolution. Previous work on reconstruct-

ing the tumor ECM in vitro primarily focused on individual local parameters, such as

pore size, fiber diameter[148, 149, 150, 151], stiffness[152],viscoelasticity[61], collagen

alignment[153, 154] or microarchitecture of the collagen[46, 47, 48]. However these mod-

els usually focus on sub-micrometer topographies and mechanics, lack of global architec-

tural similitude(milliliter scale) to in vivo ECM structure.

Here we introduce a new type of thick collagen bundles that highly mimic in vivo ECM

structure, especially similar to human skin scars[155, 156]. Different from most previous

efforts in modulating collagen structures through buffer condition[149], glycation[152],

nanopatterning[157], stretching[153], mixing different gels[49], we fabricate a novel type

of thickened collagen bundles by introducing mechanical agitation during the transient

gelation process. In vivo fibrillogenesis often involves integrins, fibronectins and tight

cellular regulation. In vitro fibrillogenesis, on the other hand, driven by the self-assembly

of proteins[158].

By disrupting in vitro fibrillogenesis through mechanical agitation, we create colla-

gen bundles that are thickened and curly, with clustered collagen patches interspersed

within a loosely connected collagen network. From here on, we will refer to this material

state as ”thick collagen”. This type of collagen imposes less steric restraints. MDA-MB-
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231, MCF10A and mel624 cells migrate significantly faster in thickened collagen versus

normally gelled collagen(generated without applying external mechanical disturbance).

MCF10A acini develop invasive strands in thick collagen. The enhanced migration is

not hindered by MMP(matrix metalloproteinases) inhibition. Additionally, this type of

collagen is locally dense but globally soft. It provides local spatial heterogeneity (inside

the patch versus on the boundary) but global homogeneity(similar size of thick collagen

patches and interspacing). Our thick collagen bundles can be easily prepared and bulk

produced(tested up to milliliters scale). It has the potential to be widely applied in in vitro

wound, tumor metastasis, and stem cell differentiation related 3D models. It also opens

new ways of collagen structure modification and in vivo-like ECM architecture mimicry

through mechanical fibrillogenesis disruption.

4.3 Materials and Methods

Cell Culture

MDA-MB-231s(Lifeact GFP) were a gift from the Lauffenburger lab. They were cul-

tured in DMEM(Gibco™11965092) with 10% FBS(Gibco™ 16000-044) supplemented

with 1% penicillin-streptomycin(5,000U/ml, Gibco™15070-063). Normal human lung

fibroblasts(ATCC, PCS-201-013) were cultured in Lonza FGM-2 BulletKit(CC-3132) or

RPMI1640(Gibco™11875-093) with 10% FBS and 1% Pen-Strep. Mel624 cells were

maintained in DMEM(Gibco™11965092) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% Pen-Strep,

1% Sodium Pyruvate(Gibco™11360070), and 1% Hepes buffer(americanbio,AB06021-

00100).Cells were all maintained at 37◦C and 5% CO2.
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MCF10A maintenance and acini formation

MCF10As (ATCC, CRL-10317™) were cultured with MCF10A growth medium which

includes DMEM/F12(Gibco™, 11330-032) supplemented with 5% horse serum (Gibco™

16050122), 20 ng/ml EGF, 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone(Sigma H-0888), 100 ng/ml cholera

toxin(Sigma C-8052), 10 ug/ml insulin(Sigma I-1882) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin(5,000U/ml,

Gibco™15070-063). To produce MCF10A acini, 24 well plates were first coated with

a thin layer of pre-thawed Matrigel(Corning 354230) and then kept in incubator for 30

minutes to allow Matrigel gelation. Around 5K to 10K MCF10A single cells were then

seeded on top of the Matrigel and maintained with MCF10A assay medium in 37◦C,

5% CO2 incubator until day4. MCF10A assay medium has the same components with

MCF10A growth medium but with 2% horse serum and no EGF. MCF10A maintenance

and acini formation protocols are adopted from the Brugge lab[159]. Cell recovery solu-

tion(Corning354253) was used to extract MCF10A acini from Matrigel following manu-

facturer’s protocol. Briefly, MCF10A acini(in Matrigel) were first washed with ice cold

PBS 3 times followed by 1hr ice incubation in cell recovery solution. Then MCF10A

acini were spun down and washed in ice cold PBS for 3 times at 70g for 2 minutes in

pre-chilled centrifuge. Washed MCF10A acini were seeded in normal or thick collagen

for further study.

3D tissue culture in normal collagen

Acid solubilized collagen I(Corning354249) was first neutralized with NaOH and then di-

luted with suspended cells(or acini) to a final concentration of 2 mg/ml or 1mg/ml(MCF10A

study) on ice. Culture media were added after 1hr gelation at 37◦C. For labeled ECM

studies, the initial collagen solution was labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 NHS Ester (Succin-

imidyl Ester)and dialyzed as before[60]. To note, the surface of the multi-well plates used

for imaging were all pre-coated with polydopamine to anchor the collagen gel[77, 81],
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including thick collagen gels.

3D tissue culture in thick collagen

Acid solubilized collagen I(Corning354249) was neutralized with NaOH in the same way

as in normal collagen preparation mentioned above(step 1 in Fig.1D). Then the solution

was kept still in room temperature for around 6.5 to 7.5 minutes (step 2) to allow initial

nucleation. In step 3, wide-bore tips were used to gently pipette up and down the collagen

while warming up the gel with fingertips. Mixing is stopped when the collagen solution

becomes cloudy. The turbidity of the cloudy thick collagen after complete gelation (with-

out adding medium or PBS) at A405 should fall around 0.4 to 0.5. The cloudy collagen

solution can be directly mixed with cells(acini) and aliquoted into polydopamine coated

wells followed by 1hr gelation at 37◦C. Alternatively, the cloudy collagen solution can be

kept on ice for up to 30 minutes before mixing with cells. In this way, the cell mixing

step needs to be prolonged accordingly before aliquoting(i.e., the longer the ice incuba-

tion, the longer the cell mixing is needed to retain collagen clusters). To note, over mixing

will result in collapsed(non-cohesive) scaffold. The other steps are the same with standard

3D tissue culture. In all cell seeding experiment, 2mg/ml thick collagen was used unless

otherwise noted.

Migration inhibition drug assay

Drugs were reconstituted and stored following manufacturers’ recommendations and di-

luted in culture media to working concentrations. Specifically, 20µM pan-MMPs inhibitor

GM6001(Abcam, ab120845), 30µM ROCK inhibitor Y27632(Abcam, ab144494), 10µM

Cdc42 inhibitor ML141(Calbiochem®217708), 50µM Formin inhibitor SMIFH2(Abcam,ab218296),

50µM Arp2/3 inhibitor CK666(Abcam, ab141231), 100µM Rac1 inhibitor NSC23766,

20µM Rac1 inhibitor EHT1864(Cayman 17258) were used. Fresh media mixed with spe-
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cific drug were prepared right before experiment and replaced daily. In the drug assays, at

least two independent experiments were performed with at least two replicates (technical

duplicates) in each experiment.

Turbidimetry

The microplate reader was first pre-heated to 37◦C. For normal collagen measurement,

acid solubilized collagen was neutralized and diluted to 2 mg/ml as above-mentioned. Ice-

cold collagen solution was aliquoted into 96 well plates (80 µl per well) and absorbance at

405nm (A405) was tracked every minute for 20 minutes. For thick collagen measurement,

after following the standard thick collagen protocol to step 4(without ice incubation), thick

collagen solution was aliquoted into 96 well plates(80 µl per well) and readouts of A405

were recorded every minute for 20 minutes.

Immunostaining

Culture media were first removed and then the gels were rinsed 3X gently with 1XPBS.

Cells were then fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 30min and permeabilized by 0.3% Triton

X-100 for another 30min. After fixation and permeabilization, cells were blocked with

1% BSA followed by primary antibody incubation(1:200), 3X PBS wash and secondary

antibody incubation(1:500) supplemented by Hoechst stain(1:2000) and Alexa Fluor™

647 Phalloidin(Invitrogen™ A22287, 1:200). Fluorescence imaging were acquired within

one week after immunostaining.

Imaging

Imaging was performed using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Time-lapse imaging(XYZT

mode) was taken with a 20X objective(0.75 NA), with time interval set to 3 minutes or

6 minutes and z-step size set to 2µm. Day0 time-lapse imaging was acquired between
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around 0hr to 12 hrs post embedding cells into gels. Day1 time-lapse imaging was ac-

quired between around 24hrs to 36hrs post gel-embedment. Overview tilescan images

were taken at day1, day2 or day5 respectively.

Image Analysis

To track cell migration, XYZT data were first reduced in dimensions by conducting stan-

dard deviation projection along the z-axis. The XYT data were then processed by Track-

Mate in Fiji and produced cell trajectories. Trajectories were exported to MATLAB to

calculate average speed and mean squared displacement. Average speed specifically refers

to the mean of the absolute value of the net displacement of the cell center per hour. Mean

squared displacements were computed with the following equation[79]:

MSD(n) =
1

N − n+ 1

N−n∑
i=0

[(xi+n − xi)
2 + (yi+n − yi)

2] (4.1)

In this equation, N is the total step number, n is the n-th step, x,y are the x,y coordinates

respectively. For morphology analysis, z projected tilescan images were segmented and

analyzed by in-house MATLAB codes. Segmentation performance was validated, with

wrong segmentation manually corrected or removed. For difficult automatic segmentation

data such as the Y27632 treated condition, manually tracked data were supplemented.

The definitions of elongation, compactness, sphericity and shape variance were described

in Fig.4B. A custom ImageJ script was used to derive the colocalization of the Yap/Taz

signal in the nucleus and cytoplasm.

Rheometry

An Anton Parr Shear Stress Rheometer was used for mechanical characterization of col-

lagen gels with the 25-mm parallel-plate geometry and a 500µm gap. To prevent slip
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between the gel and the plate, no. 1 25-mm cover glasses (VWR) used for the top plate

and a 40 mm cover glass were chemically treated with polydopamine and attached to each

plate of the rheometer with double-sided tape (3M 666). The rheometer was then zeroed

and calibrated. The temperature of the system is preset and maintained at 37◦C. Around

300 µL collagen was pipetted onto the rheometer, the gap was set to 500µm, and the sam-

ple was kept in a custom made humidity chamber to prevent evaporation.After at least 60

minutes of gelation, gels were immersed in PBS and allowed to sit for at least 15 minutes

before taking measurements.Then the shear modulus was measured at 2% strain and at

0.1Hz. The shear modulus was determined and analyzed using custom Python scripts.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

The collagen sample is placed in 4% PFA for 1hour at room temperature. We then soak

the sample twice in PBS for 10 minutes each. This is followed by two 10 minute ddH2O

washes. We then put the sample through a graded ethanol + H2O wash for 10 minutes

each in this order: 30% EtOH, 50% EtOH, 66% EtOH, and 100% EtOH. We then put

the sample through a graded ethanol + HMDS wash for 10 minutes each in this order:

30% HMDS, 50% HMDS, 66% HMDS, and 100% HMDS. Samples were then placed on

aluminum foil and allowed to dry in the fume hood overnight. Subsequently, the samples

were mounted on a support with carbon tape and covered with a 8 nm layer of iridium with

a sputter coater. The samples were then imaged with a scanning electron microscope.

Statistical Analysis

Sampling and statistical analyses of various results plots are indicated in their correspond-

ing figure caption. For shear modulus, unpaired t-test is performed. For statistical compar-

isons in drug studies, one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD test was performed. *

indicates p-values<0.05. ** indicates p-value<0.01. *** indicates p-value<0.001, ****
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indicates p-value<0.0001. # indicates current condition is significantly different(p<0.05)

with every other condition unless otherwise annotated.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Thickened collagen better mimics in vivo ECM architecturally

The first feature of thickened collagen bundles is their high resemblance to in vivo ECM in

appearance[156, 155, 160]as shown in Figure4.2 and Figure4.3. Thickened collagen bun-

dles appear much long and curly compared with the short, dense collagen network con-

ventionally gelled(i.e., normal collagen). Collagen bundles within each patch are aligned

and impose limited physical restraints. In addition, these thickened collagen patches are

connected by inner between loose collagen fibers. These thin fibers are sometimes invis-

ible in reflectance imaging, but polystyrene beads can attach with them and indicate the

existence of such a network. Cells can be seeded, maintained, and mechanically supported

in this 3D collagen network as in normal collagen. Though thick collagen patches vary

in size, orientation, and microstructure which provide local spatial heterogeneity for in-

dividual cells, each patch is homogeneously dispersed and separate by the loose collagen

network judging from the overview tile scan imaging(Figure4.4).

The generation of thickened collagen bundles is easy and reproducible(Figure4.5). Ice

cold neutralized rat tail Type I collagen is first kept at R.T. for 6.5min, then warmed up by

fingertips while stirred gently by wide-bore pipette tips until turbidity approaches around

0.4 0.5(Figure4.9.A). The whole process takes approximately 20min. This method can be

applied to different concentration of collagen at any volumes larger than 100ul. Different

patterns can be created to mimic varied in vivo ECM architecture (Figure4.9.D).
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Figure 4.2: Representative collagen second-harmonic generation (SHG) images from
human scars (a – e ) Representative collagen second-harmonic generation (SHG) images
from human scars of 2, 4, 8, 15, and 21 years of age after wound. f : Collagen SHG image
of normal skin sample from a healthy volunteer aged 29 years who had no scar lesions.
[155]
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Figure 4.3: Second-harmonic generation (SHG) images of collagen of ex vivo sam-
ples of healthy human skin and the skin of patients with classical and vascular type
Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS) in a horizontal view. a, b Normal human skin. c, d
Patient 1, classical EDS. e, f Patient 2, vascular EDS. g, h Patient 3, vascular EDS. The
detected SHG signal is shown in violet color. The size of the images is 150×150 µm². i
Integrated optical density (measured by ImageJ software) of the SHG signals is displayed
in an arbitrary unit, which correlates with the amount of unimpaired collagen. [156]
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Figure 4.4: Thickened collagen better mimics in vivo ECM architecturally. (A)
Structural differences of thick collagen bundles versus normal collagen. MDA-MB-231
cells(life-act) seeded in thick collagen bundles respond to the local architectural hetero-
geneity, demonstrating an invasive phenotype. Thick collagen bundles vary in length and
size but are holistically homogeneous in an overview tilescan imaging.
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Figure 4.5: Thickened collagen better mimics in vivo ECM architecturally. (B) Simpli-
fied step-by-step protocol of creating long and thick collagen via collagen fibrillogenesis
intervention.
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4.4.2 Thickened collagen structure can be tuned by temperature and

mixing.

Fibrillogenesis is an indispensible part of ECM remodeling and is heavily implicated in

different pathological conditions such as tumor metastasis, fibrotic disease etc. In vivo

fibrillogenesis is complex and often involves integrins, fibronectins and tight cellular reg-

ulation. In vitro fibrillogenesis, on the other hand, is often simple entropy-driven self-

polymerization of collagen monomers[158]. In vitro fibrillogenesis of animal derived col-

lagen such as rat tail type I collagen or bovine dermal collagen are widely used in current

fibrillar collagen based 3D models.

Previous studies have delineated in vitro fibrillogenesis into three steps: nucleation,

linear growth and lateral growth[161, 162, 163]as schematized in Figure4.6.A. The thick-

ening of individual fibril is often reflected as the lag phase in the typical turbidimetry

curve[163, 151]. However, the growth of visible particle-like structure is directly associ-

ated with the sigmoid phase from our observation and confirmed by another study[164].

Besides, this particle-like(visually) structure or the thickened collagen patch(microscopically)

is not thermally stable and may disassemble upon ice incubation(Figure4.7.B,Figure4.9.B&C).

Similar observation has been noticed before that collagen precipitation can dissolve upon

pH[165]or temperature change[166, 163] and it was suggested that the temperature-related

fibril instability may be governed by entropy[166]. It is highly likely that erosion of thick-

ened collagen bundles upon ice incubation may subject to the same mechanism. Tem-

perature tuning in fibrillogenesis has been used by some study to control collagen pore

size[151].

In addition to temperature, we also notice that the frequency and strength of remixing

(the specific mixing step between step4 and step5 as annotated in Figure4.7.B) are equally

critical in tuning the average size of collagen patches. The size of the final collagen patches

grow linearly with the degree of mixing. However, over mixing often result in an ultra-
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fragile collagen network that collapses upon PBS addition(data not shown).

Thus, we hypothesized that the formation of these thickened collagen bundles comes

from the uneven entanglement(aggregation) of collagen fibers due to external disturbances

during in vitro fibrillogenesis. Hypothetically, heating up the gel gradually with fingertip

results in faster assembly of outmost layer of collagen fibril. Heating up while mixing

hence homogenize the distribution of these early gelation core(thickened collage islands)

in the biphasic solution. The imbalanced early assembly is further augmented at 37◦C

later which result in the patches of thickened collagen bundles. SEM imaging Figure4.8.E

shows thick collagen patches, the loose fibers(indicated by the red arrows)extend out from

the patch, and the large void space on the boundary of each patch suggesting reduced steric

restraints in thick collagen bundles.

4.4.3 MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch

is more invasive

MDA-MB-231 is a triple-negative basal type cancer cell line derived from breast adenocar-

cinoma. This cell line is highly aggressive and metastatic, featuring low-claudin(reduced

cell-cell contact) and overexpression of ECM remodeling related proteases (COL3A1,

COL6A1/2/3, MMP2/14, FN1,FBN1), mesenchymal associated markers(VIM, MSN), and

tumor favoring signals(TGFB1, TGFBR2, AXL)[167].

In in vitro 3D models, MDA-MB-231 cells are highly sensitive to collagen alignment[168,

169], stiffness[170, 161] and steric hinderance such as pore size[170, 150, 55]. In vivo

these tumor cells also preferentially metastasize to the bones, brain and lungs[171, 172,

173].

Our thick collagen system is characterized with reduced physical hinderance but global

softness(unpublished rheometry data) and local thickened fiber bundles. When seeded in

thick collagen, MDA-MB-231 react immediately during day1 after gel embedment. In
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Figure 4.6: Thickened collagen structure can be tuned by temperature and mixing (A)
Schematic diagram demonstrates how external disturbance in the collagen lateral growth
stage triggers the formation of thick collagen bundles. (B) After thick collagen is formed,
ice incubation decreases the overall granularity of the thick collagen system. (C) Re-
flectance imaging shows that ice incubation between step4 and step5 (before complete
gelation at 37◦C) reduces the size of collagen bundles. (D) The frequency and strength
applied in mixing thick collagen bundles before step5 controls the size of collagen bun-
dles. (E) Scanning electron microscope images of normal collagen versus thick collagen
bundles
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Figure 4.7: Thickened collagen structure can be tuned by temperature and mixing
(B) After thick collagen is formed, ice incubation decreases the overall granularity of the
thick collagen system. (C) Reflectance imaging shows that ice incubation between step4
and step5 (before complete gelation at 37◦C) reduces the size of collagen bundles. (D)
The frequency and strength applied in mixing thick collagen bundles before step5 controls
the size of collagen bundles. (E) Scanning electron microscope images of normal collagen
versus thick collagen bundles.
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Figure 4.8: Thickened collagen structure can be tuned by temperature and mixing (E)
Scanning electron microscope images of normal collagen versus thick collagen bundles.
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Figure 4.9: Thickened collagen structure can be tuned by temperature and mixing
(A). Turbimeditry of thick collagen and normal collagen at A405. Error bar is in SEM.
(B). Additional photos demonstrate the disassembly of thick collagen bundles before and
after ice incubation (C). Confocal reflectance imaging verified shortened collagen bundles
before and after ice incubation. (D). Other types of collagen architecture can be generated
by the manipulation of 4mg/ml collagen.
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long term culture(up to day5), MDA-MB-231 seeded in normal collagen mostly grow into

spherical cell clusters whereas cells seeded in thick collagen remain individual and rarely

cell clusters are found(Figure4.10.A,Figure4.13.A). This observation can be further sup-

ported by our overview whole-well tilescan imaging(???Sfig7.A and ???Sfig7.B). Overall,

MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen demonstrate higher invasiveness(Figure4.11.B), average

speed(Figure4.11.C&E, Figure4.11.E) and persistence (Figure4.11.D)compared with cells

in normal collagen on day0 and day1(Figure??.C).Though we didn’t collect time-lapse

imaging after day1, but from the day5 clustering results(Figure4.10.A), the faster migra-

tion of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen should last at least up to day5.

In addition, MDA-MB-231 cells often demonstrate two distinct morphological phe-

notypes depending on the position of MDA cells in thick collagen patch. MDA-MB-231

perching on the boundary of thick collagen bundles often are highly stretched, “spindle-

like”, reaching out to nearby collagen patch(Figure4.12.E, Figure4.14.B-left) whereas

MDA-MB-231 trapped in the center of thick collagen patch are more spherical(similar

to cells in normal collagen (Figure4.12.F-H). In coherence with morphological disparity,

MDA-MB-231 on the boundary display higher migration speed then cells in the middle of

thick collagen.

Interestingly, our finding echoes with one intravital imaging study of breast cancer[174].

This study identified two subpopulations of tumor cell phenotypes and their multiparame-

ter classification links the driving factor of these two subpopulations to their relative loci

in the TME. This study also concluded the importance of spatial heterogeneity of TME.

4.4.4 Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in

thick collagen versus normal collagen

To investigate the molecular mechanism behind the elevated invasiveness of MDA-MB-

231 cells, pan-MMPs inhibitor GM6001(20uM), potent selective Cdc42 inhibitor ML141(10uM),
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Figure 4.10: MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch is more
invasiveA). MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) cells seeded in normal Type-I collagen versus
thick collagen. MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in thickened collagen bundles do not form cell
clusters and maintain an invasive phenotype throughout the culture.
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Figure 4.11: MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch is more
invasive (B). MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) seeded in thick collagen bundles migrate more
actively than normal collagen on day0 and day1. (C). Average speed of MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) between normal versus thick collagen on day0 and day1. (D). Average
mean squared displacement of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) between normal versus thick
collagen on day0 and day1. (E) Histogram of average speed, in supplementary to Fig-
ure4.11.C.
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Figure 4.12: MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch is more
invasive (E). Representative image demonstrates the distinct behavior of MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) along gel boundary versus trapped in the middle of the thick collagen.
The beads trapped between the gel patches indicate the existence of loose connecting fiber
but are invisible to reflectance microscopy. (F).Summarized morphology of MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) in different conditions. Thick-Boundary: on the boundary of thickened
collagen patch; Thick-Inside: in the middle of thickened collagen patch; Normal: nor-
mal collagen. (G). Average speed of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) located on the boundary
versus cells found trapped in the middle of gel. (H). Circularity of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-
GFP) located on the boundary versus cells found trapped in the middle of gel.
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Figure 4.13: MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch is more
invasive (A). Zoomed-in view of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) on day5 in normal collagen
and thick collagen.
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Figure 4.14: MDA-MB-231 located on the boundary of thick collagen patch is more
invasive (B). Left: Most MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) locate on the boundary of thick col-
lagen patches on day5. Right: the criterion we used to differentiate middle vs boundary
cancer cell. (C). Representative videos of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) in thickened colla-
gen bundles on day1(40X). See videos in published paper.
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ROCK inhibitor Y27632(30uM), Arp2/3 inhibitor CK666(50uM), formin inhibitor SMIFH2(50uM),

Rac1 inhibitors NSC23766(100uM) and EHT1864(20uM) were introduced into the cul-

ture.

GM6001, ML141 and EHT1864 showed similar morphology patterns with DMSO

control group in both normal collagen and thick collagen(Figure4.15 and Figure4.16) in-

dicating that the governing factor of cell morphology is collagen architecture instead of

drug treatment. On the other hand, Y27632, CK666, SMIFH2 and NSC23766 treated

cells demonstrate distinct and unique morphology compared with control. MDA-MB-231

display similar morphology in normal collagen and thick collagen. This suggest that the

driving factor in these groups are drugs instead of architecture. The architecture induced

morphology feature has been summarized in Figure4.12.F, therefore will not be repeated

again. Hence this part will focus on drug dominating morphology patterns.

To note, each of the observed intriguing pattern is directly associated with inhibitors’

function. Y27632 is potent and selective ROCK inhibitor. ROCK mediates actomyosin

based cell contractility via regulating retrograde flow of actin from protrusive structures[175].

The loss of ROCK hence halts the recycle of actin from the protrusions and lead to

the extremely long protrusions. Also neurocytes upon Y27632 or H1152 treatment also

generate extended protrusions[176]. Interestingly, cell body in normal collagen are usu-

ally round whereas cell body in thick collagen are slightly elliptical as indicated by the

round/elliptical dotted circle in Figure4.16. This may suggest that the alignment of cell

body in response to collagen architecture may not be entirely abolished without presence

of ROCK.

Though both CK666 and SMIFH2 are nucleator inhibitors but they trigger total dif-

ferent morphologies. CK666 inhibits Arp2/3 whereas SMIFH2 inhibits formins. Arp2/3

is the nucleator that initializes actin branching and is closely associated with lamellipo-

dia. Upon Arp2/3 inhibtion, MDA-MB-231 in both normal collagen and thick collagen

are much elongated and stretched compared with other conditions. This phenomenon may
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suggest that Arp2/3 as a branching nucleator may contribute to the thickness and stability

of the actin meshwork near cell periphery. In the absence of Arp2/3, formins dominated

actin network are unidirectionally aligned and lead to the extreme polarization of cell

body. However, SMIFH2 treated cells are completely round, deprived of any cell periph-

ery fluctuations and lack of F-actin accumulation around cell membrane(indicated by red

arrows on Fig4.B). This may suggest that appropriate function of formins-based are pre-

requisite of Arp2/3. Recently finding[177] also showed that contractile cells rely on more

on formin and FAP signaling pathway whereas low traction environment initiate dendritic

like protrusions that depends more on Arp2/3.

NSC23766 has shown similar effect with SMIFH2 but discernible differences still can

be told in fluorescence imaging(Figure4.16). NSC23766 treated cells are smaller than

most other drug treated groups without proliferation and expansion on day2. Similar effect

has been noted in other work that CLL cells under treatment with NSC23766 have reduced

proliferation[178]. In addition, SMIFH2 treated cells lack of F-actin accumulation on

the cell periphery but such F actin accumulation in NSC23766 treated cells are clear(red

arrows Figure4.16 ). NSC23766 and EHT1864 are Rac1 inhibitors but generate distinct

morphological response in MDA-MB-231 cells. The possible explanation is discussed in

following section.

The quantification of MDA-MB-231 population in each group agrees with above find-

ings(Figure4.17; Figure4.18). In conditions(GM6001/ML141/EHT1864/DMSO) governed

by collagen architecture, cell population demonstrate almost identical distribution regard-

less onto whichever morphology index the data is projected onto(as indicated by red dotted

arrows in Figure4.17). A specific subpopulation of MDA-MB-231 cells (as indicated by

yellow arrows)responding to the architectural change and contribute to the morphology

profile shift from normal collagen to thick collagen.
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Figure 4.15: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick colla-
gen versus normal collagen (A). Morphology of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) under drug
treatment on day2.
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Figure 4.16: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick col-
lagen versus normal collagen (B). Summarized morphology of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-
GFP)under drug treatment on day2.
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Figure 4.17: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick col-
lagen versus normal collagen (C). MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) population distribution
when projected on the axis of elongation index, compactness index, shape variance, and
sphericity. See the definition and calculation of these four indexes in the materials and
methods section and also Figure4.19.B. ;See the normalized sphericity at Figure4.19.C;See
the segmentation performance at Figure4.20
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Figure 4.18: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick col-
lagen versus normal collagen (D). Violin plot of morphology index of each condition on
day0 and day1.
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Figure 4.19: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick colla-
gen versus normal collagen (A). Brightfield channel images in supplementary to Fig4.A.
(B). Illustration of the morphology index used. (C). Normalized sphericity of MDA-MB-
231(life-act)across all drug conditions.
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Figure 4.20: Drug treatment trigger different cell morphology patterns in thick colla-
gen versus normal collagen (D). Performance of imaging segmentation.

4.4.5 Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires co-

ordinated contractility and protrusions but not MMPs

Apart from morphology signatures, we also tracked cell migration. Firstly, MDA-MB-

231 with GM6001 treatment in thick collagen migrate as actively as DMSO control, and

much more actively than cells in normal collagen. The fast migration of tumor cells in

thick collagen are MMP-independent in the absence of steric restraint. Besides MMPs,

we also noticed that Y27632, NSC23766 and SMIFH2 reduced MDA-MB-231 migration

significantly(Figure4.21,Figure4.22,Figure4.23). This suggests that actomyosin mediated

contractility by RhoA/ROCK and formin-based actin nucleation is necessary for effective

cell migration in thick collagen. However the interpretation of NSC23766 is compounded

by the ineffective performance of another Rac1 inhibitor ML141. Both NSC23766 and

EHT1864 potently inhibit serum of PDGF induced lamellipodia formation[179, 180].

NSC23766 binds directly with Rac1 and block the interaction between GEF Trio or Tiam[179].

EHT1864 also binds with Rac1 but in an allosteric inhibition manner, by inhibiting gua-
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nine nucleotide association. It has been noted that CLL cells under treatment with NSC23766

have reduced proliferation[178], our results demonstrate similar halt of cell prolifera-

tion. EHT1864 on the other hand has not shown similar proliferation inhibition. And

also EHT1864 block PDGF-induced lamellipodia formation, though was blocked com-

pletely, LPA or bradykinin can still trigger cytoskeleton rearrangement by RhoA and

Cdc42, respectively[180] on the presence of EHT1864. These together may suggest that

the high activity of cells in thick collagen is likely to be associated with cell cycle or cell

proliferation-related cell migration.

On the other hand. ML141, one of the Cdc42 inhibitor did not show significant in-

hibition. There were not much research available of ML141 on MDA-MB-231 studies,

however one study on [181]demonstrates that human pancreatic cancer cells PANC-1

move significantly faster in aligned matrix fiber irregardless of ML141 treatment and also

NSC23766’s inhibit cell movement irregardless collagen fiber orientation. This echos our

finding. Interestingly, even though ML141 is uable to inhibit MDA-MB-231 or pancreatic

cancer cells. It is able to inhibit ovarian cancer cell line such as OVCA429 or SKOV3ip

in a dosage dependent manner in 2D. And there is a unique difference between ovar-

ian cell line with MDA-MB-231[11, 12]that MDA-MB-231 prefer stiff substrate whereas

metastatic ovarian cancer cell line prefer compliant substrate. This finding together may

suggest that, MDA-MB-231’s preference towards stiffness may be associated with Rac1

whereas MOCC’s preference is determined by ML141.

4.4.6 Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick

collagen

In contrast with MDA-MB-231 cell line, MCF10A is an immortalized noncancerous breast

epithelial cell line that established in labs. MCF10A lack of the potential to form tumors

and metastasize in nude mice[182]. When culture in 3D reconstituted basement mem-
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Figure 4.21: Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires coordinated
contractility and protrusions but not MMPs (A). Overlaid trajectories of MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) in thick collagen versus normal collagen on day0 and day1.
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Figure 4.22: Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires coordi-
nated contractility and protrusions but not MMPs (B). Average speed of MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) in thick collagen versus normal collagen on day0 and day1.

Figure 4.23: Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires coordinated
contractility and protrusions but not MMPs (C). Average mean squared displacement
of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) in thick collagen versus normal collagen on day0 and day1.
Error bar is in SEM.
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Figure 4.24: Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires coordinated
contractility and protrusions but not MMPs Histograms of average speed in supple-
mentary of Figure4.22.B.

Figure 4.25: Fast migration of MDA-MB-231 in thick collagen requires coordinated
contractility and protrusions but not MMPs. (A). Rearranged violin plot of average
speed in supplementary to Figure4.22.B.
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brane, MCF10A undergo differentiation and growth arrest and develop into acinar struc-

tures that recapitulate many features of normal breast epithelial cells. MDA-MB-231 and

MCF10A are usually deemed as two poles of epithelial-mesenchymal transition.

MCF10A single cells demonstrate respond to thick collagen as well, though not as

dramatic as MDA-MB-231(Figure4.26.A). Higher number of MCF10A cells in thick col-

lagen are elongated and less spherical and compact, resembling a mesenchymal cell type.

In contrast to MDA-MB-231’s irregular protrusion patterns (as indicated by shape vari-

ance distribution in Figure 4.12.F) induced by thick collagen architecture, MCF10A sin-

gle cell only transition from round to more elliptical without producing any protrusions(as

indicated by the highly concentrated distribution of shape variance in Figure4.26.B and

Figure4.26.C). Also, MCF10A is not only sensitive to thick collagen architecture but also

influenced by collagen density(Figure4.26.C).

In consistence with the morphological transition, MCF10A have increased invasive-

ness in thick collagen as shown in Figure4.27.EF. MCF10A migrate significantly faster(Figure4.26.E)

and persistent (Figure4.26.F) in thick collagen than 1mg/ml or 2mg/ml collagen.

Surprisingly, MCF10A acini when seeded in thick collagen also demonstrate signif-

icant morphology change compared with normal collagen. Invasive branches shoot out

from the acini and pull the collagen patches nearby dramatically(Figure4.28.G). In con-

trast, MCF10A acini seeded in normal collagen are more quiescent and less collagen

pulling is manifest. MCF10A acini generate protrusive cell strands in response to me-

chanic force has been documented by previous study[36].

Collagen pulling is not limited to MCF10A acini but also observed in single cell. In our

whole-well overview tilescan imaging(Figure4.29.H,Figure4.30 ). Morphological change

happens is universal across entire well accompanying the collapse and detachment of the

thick collagen bundles from the well wall.
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Figure 4.26: Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick collagen
(A). Projected confocal imaging of MCF10A in thick collagen, 1mg/ml and 2mg/ml nor-
mal collagen. (B). Compactness, elongation, sphericity, and shape variance index of
MCF10A in different conditions. (C). MCF10A cell population distribution is projected
on the axis of elongation, compactness, shape variance, and sphericity.
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Figure 4.27: Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick collagen
(D). Overlaid migration trajectories of MCF10A on day0 and day1. (E). Average speed
of MCF10A on day0 and day1. (F). Average mean squared displacement of MCF10A on
day0 and day1.
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Figure 4.28: Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick collagen
(G). Day4 old MCF10A acinar in normal versus thick collagen on day7(3 days after col-
lagen embedding). Reflectance imaging is shown to demonstrate collagen thickening as a
result of MCF10A acinar contraction.

4.4.7 Molecular signatures underlie MCF10A transition

To elucidate the molecular mechanism underpin the MCF10A transition in thick colla-

gen, immunofluorescence imaging of E-Cad(unpublished data), N-Cad(unpublished data),

YAP/TAZ, vinculin, pMLC was collected.

YAP/TAZ is a sensitive mechanosensor and its relative nuclear/cytoplasmic localiza-

tion is regulated by substrate rigidity[183]. YAP/TAZ accumulate more in nucleus when

cell stretch out on substrate of high rigidity and more in cytoplasma when cells are in

confinement or less spread out.

Our YAP/TAZ quantification indicate that both MCF10A single cells and MCF10A

clusters, MCF10A have higher nucleus/cytoplasma ratio in thick collagen versus normal

collagen(Figure4.31.A), consistent with existence of the highly stretched MCF10A clus-

ters in thick collagen. However, the nucleus/cytoplasma ratio among all conditions are

close to 1, also in agreement with rheometry data(not published).
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Figure 4.29: Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick collagen
(H). MCF10A single cell seeded in normal collagen developed into round or extended
cell clusters on day3. MCF10A single cells seeded in thick collagen manifest an invasive
phenotype, and almost no round cell clusters can be observed. In addition, the global
contraction of thick collagen network happens.
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Figure 4.30: Non-metastatic MCF10A pick up invasive phenotype in thick collagen
Zoomed-in view of Figure 4.29
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Figure 4.31: Molecular signatures underlie MCF10A transition (A). YAP/TAZ local-
ization in MCF10A single cell and clusters at day4.

Vinculin is a frequent marker for both intercellular and cell-ECM adherens. Vinculin is

highly expressed in MCF10A clusters in both collagen conditions. In the invasive strand

from MCF10A cell cluster, vinculins (dot-like structure as indicated by the red arrow,

Figure4.32.B) are found colocalized with collagen pulling. This indicate the collagen

pulling observed in Figure4.29 and Figure4.30 is linked to focal adherens.

pMLC is a direct marker for cell actomyosin based contractility. Figure4.33.C demon-

strate that in thick collagen where large gel patch contraction happens, increased pMLC

can be observed. This indicate the collagen pulling observed in Figure4.29 and Fig-

ure4.30is linked to cell contractility.

4.5 Discussion

In this work, we introduced a fast and reproducible protocol that allows manipulating

mesoscale architecture without additional devices or mixing different gel species. The

introduction of the this type of thick collagen has opened several windows and also high-

light several important directions in near future. The first window that is opened is the
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Figure 4.32: Molecular signatures underlie MCF10A transition (B). Immunofluores-
cence staining of vinculin in normal versus thick collagen. The red arrow indicates
the colocalization of vinculin and collagen pulling. Quantification of colony expansion
among all six conditions, ”MG NorCol 12hrs” indicates MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) in
normal collagen post 12hrs gel embedment. ”MG ThickCol 12hrs” indicates MDA-MB-
231(lifeact-GFP) in thick collagen post 12hrs gel embedment. ”MG F ThickCol 12hrs”
indicates MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) cocultured with NHLF in thick collagen post 12hrs
gel embedment. The other three conditions are the same except for data taken at 36hrs
post gel embedment.

Figure 4.33: Molecular signatures underlie MCF10A transition (C). Phosphorylated-
MLC staining in normal versus thick collagen. The red arrow indicates the colocalization
of phosphorylated-MLC with the collagen pulling(alignment).
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Figure 4.34: Thick collagen applied in MDA-MB-231 and NHLF coculture (A). The
fast invasion of MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) in an overview tilescan imaging. The tilescan
imaging tracks the expansion of each single cell colony along time. MDA-MB-231(lifeact-
GFP) fast ”diffuse” along thick collagen bundles from 12hrs post gel embedment to 36hrs
post gel embedment.

modulation of collagen properties through fibrillogenesis intervention. Fibrillogenesis not

only can be tuned by temperature, buffer pH but also by external stirring force. Actin-

polymerization not only can be modulated chemically but also mechanically. Intriguingly,

the thickened collagen bundles formed under external mechanic shearing demonstrate high

similitude with in vivo ECM architecture, especially dermal collagen.We also proposed a

hypothetical mechanical model(Figure 4.39) that may explain the elevated activities for

cells cultured in thick collagen. In this model, we propose that local thick collagen may

provide local stiffness that help anchor cell body while long distance force transmission

is mediated by force fiber. In this way, the intecellular mechanosensing stimulates cell

migration.

The second window opened by thick collagen is the readjusted view on MMPs in tu-

mor microenvironment. Most previous reports of tumor cell migration in 3D collagen are

based on conventionally gel collagen, which result in an emphasis of collagen degradation
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Figure 4.35: Thick collagen applied in MDA-MB-231 and NHLF coculture (B). The
projected entire well tilescan imaging at 12hrs and 36hrs post gel embedment. The same
ROI were taken that allows accurate track of colony expansion in 24hrs. In MDA-MB-
231+NHLF coculture condition, MDA-MB-231 and NHLF were seeded at 200K/ml and
50K/ml, respectively.

and proteolytic behaviors in tumor migration[55, 184, 185, 186]. Some work demonstrated

that[69]aligned collagen matrix can induce MMP-independent invasion. Some work no-

tice that physical limits or steric restraints[48, 154] of collagen greatly impacted cell be-

havior. In our scenario, the independence of MMPs of cell migration may partially arise

from the reduced physical restraints. Interestingly, our result once again agrees with in-

travital work[174] that the migration of breast tumor is MMP independent. This may

evidence the land-sliding failure of MMP inhibitors in clinical trials[187].

More importantly, thick collagen, instead of normal collagen, help to differentiate and

augment drugs’ subtle impacts in cell morphology. In normal collagen, GM6001,ML141,

SMIFH2, NSC23766, EHT1864 appear to exert exactly the same effects on cell morphol-

ogy(all cells are round) due to the compounding effect of physical restraints. However,

MDA-MB-231 cells in thick collagen clearly fall into two subgroups: GM6001/ML141/EHT1864

versus SMIFH2/NSC23766(Figure4.22.B). GM6001/ML141/EHT1864 all fail to inhibit
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Figure 4.36: Thick collagen applied in MDA-MB-231 and NHLF coculture (C). Both
NHLF and MDA-MB-231(lifeact-GFP) spread out fast in the first 12hrs after gel em-
bedment. NHLFs pull and align thick collagen bundles, result in straightened collagen
bundles.
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Figure 4.37: Thick collagen applied in MDA-MB-231 and NHLF coculture (E)
Long and thick collagen bundles can be formed when a high density of NHLFs are
present(600K/ml). In addition, fast MDA-MB-231 (lifeact-GFP) migration can be ob-
served along this highly stretched ”collagen bridge”.

the protrusive structures and elongation of cell body whereas NSC23766,SMIFH2 abol-

ish membrane ruffling completely. However, NSC23766 and SMIFH2 treatment result

in similar morphology but discernible differences still can be told in fluorescence imag-

ing(Figure4.22.B). NSC23766 treated cells are smaller than most other drug treated groups

without proliferation and expansion on day2. SMIFH2 treated cells lack of F-actin accu-

mulation on the cell periphery. In addition, we notice that morphology distribution of

DMSO, GM6001, EHT1864, ML141 treated cells are almost identical regardless of which

morphology index the data are projected onto. As collagen architecture is the driving factor

in these groups. We highly speculate that there is a specific subpopulation of MDA-MB-

231 cells responding to the architectural change. More importantly, the percentage of this

specific subpopulation is fixed. This points out that MDA-MB-231 is composed of hetero-

geneous subpopulations. The almost identical morphological distribution across multiple

conditions also indicate that the morphological changes are more likely dominated by the
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Figure 4.38: Straightened collagen in vivo Combined SHG and two-photon imaging of
intradermal tumor. Yellow shows collagen SHG, magenta shows tumor cell nuclei (DAPI).
Movie shows z-plane series, z distance from top plane shown in upper left, scale bar shown
in lower left.Figure adopted from paper[46]
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Figure 4.39: Graphic abstract

global mechanical feature shared by every single well, instead of the microscale local het-

erogeneity. In the coculture experiment, we notice that MDA-MB-231 when cocultured

with NHLF migrate much more in thick collagen. In the nest of MDA-NHLF cells, NHLF

quickly stretches fibers which trigger the movement of MDA cells(Figure4.28). Similar

straightened collagen fiber has been reported before(Figure4.38). MDA cells following

behind NHLF cells.Meanwhile we also notice that fibroblast can recruit macrophages by

dynamic[38], And fibroblasts are activated by microarchitecture[148, 47]; It is like that this

happens in this environment as well. Tensile stretching is important[188, 189]. Thus in

the near future, more attention should be focused on mesoscale or global scale mechanical

sensing need to investigated and also fabricating ECM not only captures spatial architec-

ture but also restore the adequate mechanical property. Fibrillogenesis intervention may

provide a good option.
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4.6 Future Directions

The application of the thick collagen is wide. The first and most important direction is

to apply thick collagen in wound healing model, as its high similarity with collagen ar-

chitecture in wounded skin. Besides our unpublished data has shown thick collagen can

activate normal fibroblasts which bolster the use of this collagen in wound healing in vitro

models. The second direction should go towards the stem cell differentiation. It would

be equally interesting to see what type of cell we can induce with such collagen architec-

ture. Thirdly, we can apply this collagen in sparse primary cell culture. The idea is that,

if one type of collagen is rigid enough locally to allow cell cytoskeleton rearrangment but

also allows long distance force mediated communication, then cell may ”sense” each other

even sparsely located in a gel. To culture sparse primary cell may facilitate many clini-

cal cell therapy which heavily relies on in vitro amplification of human derived primary

cells. Besides the wide application of thick collagen bundles, we are also looking forward

to adjusting the protocol to make different collagen that further mimics in vivo collagen

through fibrillogenesis. Surface modifications etc can be used afterwards.
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Chapter 5

Dictating cell movement and shape by
light

5.1 Abstract

Three types of Rho GTPases, RhoA, Rac1 are in the central position in regulating cy-

toskeleton dynamics and cell migration. Most previous observations on cell migration and

movement are through 2D spatial-temporal control of these GTPases. Here we report the

role of each these molecules in a 3D fibrillar collagen gel. We notice that RhoA can be

activated as long as cell is round and floating in gel. Activation of RhoA causes a ”squeez-

ing” effect on cell body. Fast and strong RhoA activation triggers large scale membrane

ruffing at the front of cell body. Rac1 instead of RhoA is associated with cell peripheral

collagen densification. More observations are shown as below.
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Cell Culture

MDA-MB-231 cells(ATCC,HTB-26™) or MDA-MB-231 cells(lifeact,mCherry) were cul-

tured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Pen-Strep. Mel624 were

maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% Pen-Strep,1% Sodium Pyruvate,

1% Hepes buffer. Cells were all incubated at 37◦C and 5% CO2.

5.2.2 Plasmid Extraction and transfection

Photoactivatable Rac1(22027)), Cdc42(75263) and RhoA(80406 and 80408) plasmids are

purchased from Addgene. Plasmids are extracted by Qiagen plasmids Midi kit(12143 and

12145 following standard protocol. Extracted plasmids were DNA sequenced to verify

the correctness of target DNA segments before transfection. Lipo3000 were used for plas-

mids transfection. 48hrs after transfection, cells were harvested and seeded in 2mg/ml

neutralized rat tail type I collagen gel same way as previous chapters with 20min gelation.

Transfected cells were handled strictly without light exposure. Light activation experi-

ments were conducted after gel embedment and finished within 8hrs post gel embedment.

5.2.3 Local light activation

Local activation is conducted with Leica SP8 confocal microscope. For RhoA study, cells

were excited with 1% 488nm laser with time interval of 20 seconds and duration of 5min.

Experiments of different excitation patterns were carried out. For the Rac1 study, cells

were excited with 1% 488nm laser with time interval of 10 seconds and duration of 10min

or 20min. Fluorescent stained collagen is used in Rac1 study to show the collagen wrap-

ping around cell near Rac1 excitation site.
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5.2.4 Microchannel fabrication

Device masters were fabricated at the Yale School of Engineering and Applied Science

cleanroom. Microfluidic devices were fabricated based on standard photo- and soft-lithography

techniques (Li et al., 2017; Mak et al., 2011). The photomask with channel pattern was

drawn by Layout Editor. Briefly, SU-8 (SU8-2015, Newton) was spin-coated on a silicon

wafer and exposed under the photomask. The wafer was then developed to create a neg-

ative pattern. Mixed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) with a

weight ratio of 10:1 was poured onto the master. The PDMS mold was then peeled from

the wafer and bonded to a glass coverslip.(Microchannel fabrication credited to Xingjian

Zhang).

5.2.5 Drug Study

Drugs were reconstituted and stored following manufacturers’ recommendation and di-

luted in culture medium to work concentrations. 5uM CytochalasinD, 30uM Y27632,

10uM ML141(Calbiochem®217708), 50uM CK666(Abcam, ab141231), 100uM NSC23766,

20uM EHT1864(Cayman 17258) were used. In drug study, cells were seeded in around

2mg/ml deep ester dye stained collagen first and drugged medium were added after 1hr

gelation. Cells were imaged after 12hrs incubation.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 RhoA activation is linked to cell membrane ruffling in 3D

The first phenomenon that we noticed when locally activating RhoA is that we can control

cell shape by controlling excitation patterns as shown by Figure5.3.1. Local F-acin accu-

mulation is colocalized to increased RhoA activation. MDA-MB-231 or Mel624 showed
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similar response rate(data not shown). All cells responded to light activation by changing

shape within 10 secs(judged by eye). All cells are excitable and demonstrate consistent

response to the excitation patterns. While MDA-MB-231 cells were excited, membrane

ruffling took place at the ”non-squeezing” area, suggesting that the cell contents are pushed

outward during ”squeezing” and caused the membrane ruffling.

Interestingly, cell respond differently to laser intensity settings. When set to a high

laser power(1.5%488), fast and strong blebbing happens immediately(Figure5.2.A, Fig-

ure5.3) and the position where blebbing happens seems to be associated with nucleus

position(Figure5.2.B). In addition, cell always restore to its original shape before squeez-

ing, no matter after how many rounds of squeezing. It appears that cell has memory of its

original shape(Figure5.4).

Often, the contraction of the cell rear is accompanied with the movement of the cell

front. Thus, it looks like we manage to ”push” cell forward by exciting the Local RhoA

the cell rear multiple rounds(Figure5.5). However, due to the complex collagen archi-

tecture and the ensuing physical restraints, we managed to push cell forward consis-

tently but also cell movement is often impeded((Figure5.5)).Polystyrene beads were added

in the gel to provide spatial reference to demonstrate how far cell can migrate in each

round((Figure5.6)).

When quantifying the diameter of the constriction ring between the opposing squeez-

ing sites, we noticed that Mel624 does not concave as much in comparison with MDA-

MB-231(((Figure5.7))). Interestingly, Mel624 does not move as much in thick collagen as

described in chapter34 and also do not increase migration speed when in coculture with

NHLF2.I have no idea if anyone is going to read this part of the thesis.But this is an ester

egg. I think Mel624 cell body is more rigid(change shape less in response to RhoA acti-

vation, let’s assume maximum RhoA activation happens in this experiment for each cell),

which also highly suggests Mel624 is less contractile than MDA-MB-231. Cell contrac-

tility is ultimately decided by how fast cell can rearrange cytoskeleton. The contracility
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Figure 5.1: RhoA activation can control cell shape A.Cell shape can be controlled by

adopting different excitation patterns. B. MDA-MB-231 respond to light activation within

20sec. Cell membrane ruffling can be seen at ”non-excitation” region.

differences decide MDA-MB-231 is more sensitive to spatial architecture. This exper-

iment also suggests that, this RhoA activation is a potentially good method to test cell

body rigidity. However however however, we are not sure how much whether the trans-

fection efficiency influences the interpretation. But in this research, Mel624 has much

higher transfection efficiency than MDA-MB-231, which possibly exclude this possibility.

In the end, we also tried RhoA activation in microchannels, which is physical limit free.

As expected, Mel624 cell thrusted forward fast upon rear RhoA activation within first 20

seconds. After cells moved away from excitation beam, cells usually glide on until to a

full stop(Figure5.8).
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Figure 5.2: Intensive(1.5%488) RhoA activation induces membrane ruffling at cell
front A. 3D reconstructed video during excitation process. When the laser was set to
scan the equatorial plan of the cell, large scale blebbings(membrane ruffling) emerged
accompanying fast retraction of cell rear. B. Cell membrane ruffling often takes place on
the cell membrane that is opposite direction to nucleus position.

Figure 5.3: Large scale membrane ruffling take place when RhoA is activated at the
cell rear
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Figure 5.4: Cell shape has memory: Cells restore to its original shape within 1 to 2min
after each round excitation

Figure 5.5: RhoA activation at the cell rear pushes cell forward A. When the initial
position and ending postion is overlaid, we can see clearly how cell position changed
before and after squeezing.
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Figure 5.6: Consistent cell migration after several rounds of squeezing at the cell rear
A. Cells can be squeezed forward consistently, though the movement is hindered by the
physical restraints imposed by collagen architecture.

Figure 5.7: Cell body rigidity varies from cell line to cell line A. How much cell can be
squeezed is quantified by the ratio between D2/D1. MDA-MB-231 can be squeezed more
than Mel624 cells.
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Figure 5.8: RhoA activation at the cell rear fast push cell forward in microchannel
When Mel624 cell is RhoA-activated at the rear, cell body thrust forward suddenly during
first 20seconds, moved away from excitation beam, and then slide in the channel until to a
full stop.
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5.3.2 Rac1 not RhoA activation is associated with cell periphery col-

lagen densification and possibly short-term intercellular com-

munication

After a series of tests on RhoA activation, we then switched to Rac1 activation. We firstly

noticed that Rac1 local activation is directly associated with cell periphery collagen den-

sification. Upon Rac1 activation, large scale protrusions emerge from the activated region

and grope forward and pulling collagen towards cell body. During this process, the rear

of the cell is often fixed without retraction and the whole cell body is stretched due to

the forward movement of cell front(Figure5.9.A).The local elevated Rac1 signal is often

colocalized with local collagen pulling and densification(Figure5.9.B). Interestingly, as a

result of increased Rac1 activity, not only collagen is pulled and becomes perpendicular to

cell body, collagen is also wrapped and densified right near cell periphery, which created

a wall preventing cell move around(Figure5.9.C). We also notice Rac1 may participate in

short-distance cell-cell communications via protrusions. Two paired of cells were shown

in Figure5.10.A and Figure5.10.B as examples. In both examples, one cell after activation

started generating protrusions, the other cell started to generate protrusions soon after at

the nearest site to the light activated cells. In other close paired cells, aligned collagen

fibers can be seen between cells.Therefore, we speculated that Rac1 generated protrusions

may also participate in intercellular crosstalk. And cells can crosstalk by means of protru-

sions.

5.3.3 Cdc42 is associated both in protrusions and membrane ruffling

In addition to RhoA and Rac1, we then investigated the last member of the classic trio –

Cdc42. However, Cdc42 local activation has shown a very compound yet intriguing pattern

in cells. Around half of the cells activated were able to generate protrusions(Figure5.11.A)
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Figure 5.9: Rac1 activation is directly associated with cell periphery collagen densifi-
cation A. Upon Rac1 excitation(white box), large scale of finger-like protrusions extruded
from cell body and pull collagen fibers around. B. The local elevated Rac1 signal is often
colocalized with local collagen pulling and densification. C. The densitication of collagen
often happens right around cell periphery.
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Figure 5.10: Protrusions induced by Rac1 activation from one cell may trigger pro-
trusions generated from another cell nearby A. Cell1(left) upon laser activation(shown
as white box)generated protrusions. In the meantime, cell2(right) without excitation, also
generated protrusions in response to cell1’s protrusion. B. Another example when cell1 is
activated, cell2 responded by generating large scale of protrusions. In other close-paired
cells, aligned collagen fiber can be seen.
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but the protrusions are not as in large scale as Rac1 induced ones. And the protrusions in-

duced from Cdc42 is less capable of collagen pulling. Very different wit Rac1 activiation

that cell body usually remain fixed, Cdc42 activation usually result in a fast swoop move-

ment(Figure5.11.C). Along with the fast swoop movement, cell contents also often leak

at the front of the cell. A summarized description for each activated cell is organized in

Figure5.12.

5.3.4 Drug study on the fibrosis progression

Based on the roles of each RhoGTPase summarized from previous observation, we then

proceeded with drug study and see if specific drug is effective preventing collagen densifi-

cation as often implicated in fibrosis progression. The result is summarized in Figure5.13.

5.4 Conclusion and future directions

This project is not finished at the time when this thesis is firstly drafted. Due to the strict

time restraints, only part of the results are listed. One of the ongoing direction is to ex-

amine the role of MyoX in the collagen pulling. However – I am not quite interested in

this direction, honestly speaking. The reason is simple, however important MyoX is in the

clutching of collagen fiber, it is a big protein complex. Any small components that is in-

terferenced will lead to reduced collagen pulling. Even we can prove MyoX is associated

with collagen pulling, I still cannot see any clinical impact of this direction. Therefore my

interest towards this direction is very limited. However, one thing that I am interested in is

to create a pseudo fluorescence imaging, ie to use 2D PDE to mimic molecule aggregates

and propagation such as Cdc42, Rac1 and RhoA as well as the local polymerization of

actin monomers. MATLAB simulink is a powerful and simple tool to start with. With

it’s modular design and ready-to-use GUI. It is possible to ”visualize” shape/movement

related signaling pathway in a ”pseudo” fluorescence imaging. The best part of this idea
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Figure 5.11: Local Cdc42 activation triggered protrusions from some cells but not
all A. Some MDA-MB-231 cells generated protrusions upon Cdc42 activation but not
all(as summarized in Figure5.12). The protrusions from Cdc42 is often less intensive and
collagen pulling compared with Rac1 induced protrusions. B. When Cdc42 is activated,
cells often fast swoop foward towards the activated region, cell contents leakage often
happens at the same time as cell push foward.
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Figure 5.12: Summarized cell responses during Cdc42 activation Among 8 cells acti-
vated, half of the cells generated protrusions while the other half were quiescent. Some
cells not only generated protrusions but also experienced cell contents leakage at the cell
front.

Figure 5.13: Different drugs’ performance on collagen densitication
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is, we already collected real fluorescence imaging, which is the true answer to the sim-

ulation. In this case, we can modulate parameters to approach collected data. In addi-

tion, because simulink is widely available on campus, such method to visualize signaling

pathway instead of simply drawing dots and networks, will help more biologists to think

”picturesquely”.
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Chapter 6

Into the far far future

To tackle the tumor issue, I think in addition to multi-scale simulation and big data en-

abled prediction, physics-aided tumor therapy will be equally important as conventional

cancer therapy. Ultra-thin needles may be a good alternative for precision drug delivery

and also fast, non-invasive tumor sampling to facilitate early tumor diagnosis without dis-

turbing original ECM. VR-augmented micro-manipulation can enhance precision surgery

and minimize potential harm to surrounding normal tissue. Modern tumor therapy should

move towards the direction of ”early detection, early control, precision removal and pre-

cision therapy”. Due to time constraints, I will not discuss each of the subject in detail.

Instead, an embryonic idea of ”inclusive” data visualization is presented below.

There are three pillar ideas of this modeling strategy. The goal of this modeling is to

create an inclusive strategy to link all information together(DNA sequence, epigenetics,

RNA sequencing, signal pathway, cell morphology and migration to collective cell behav-

ior and morphogenesis) and create a cross-scale, modular and packable(can be put in black

box) platform that allows video visualization, dynamic updates, collaborative contribution.

• The first idea is from ”top to bottom”, instead of ”bottom to top” to model one cell.

One can refer to this scale ruler??.Instead of trying to model single cell based on

acquired micro-scale information, we may could try acquire inference knowledge
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from human body(top) and model a single cell(bottom) based on our observation on

human.

• The second idea is that data input/output should be ”pseudo-fluorescent” imag-

ing(distribution of molecule aggregates). For each single cell, information of all

molecules(physical identities) should be saved as sequential arrays of 2D or even

3D pseudo-fluorescent images. We can use matrix operation to compute the dy-

namic interaction between channels(each molecule). And the spatial distribution of

molecules will be registered to cellular events(mitosis,morphology change, migra-

tion) automatically by eye.

• The third idea is circuit design and ”black box”. To address specific question, there

is no need to have thorough knowledge. Instead, we can pack unknown signaling

pathways into black boxes, as long as we know with given input, we always get a

fixed output. To measure the ”black box” output and find the best parameters set,

one always can use cytoskeleton protein(highly conserved among all mammalian

cells), migration, morphology change, division cycle, as ”light bulb”.

• The fourth idea is modularization. If pseudo-fluorescent imaging allows visual-

ization and parameter optimization for single cell, then modularization creates an

interface between cell to cell, i.e., to model collective cell behaviors such as mor-

phogenesis and embryonic development. The physical entities in one cell can be

categorized into different basic function units(will be explained later). Cell-cell talk

can be established by creating network between major function units. Organs are

simply aggregates of cells populations.
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Figure 6.1: ”Top to bottom” and ”bottom to top”: reverse thinking

6.0.1 From human to single cell, starting from fractal imaging

It has been noticed long time ago that the morphogenesis and development of ferns can be

accurately simulated by fractal images(Figure6.2). In fact, the growth of advanced plant

type such as carpophyte resembles the growth of fractal imaging(Figure6.3).

Animal cell is more complicated than plant cell therefore the morphogenesis process is

more complicated. Currently it is unsure whether human embryonic development can be

simulated by fractal operation. Here we can make a bold hypothesis that animal embryonic

development process involves similar process – that each stand-out features displayed on

macro-scale is the functional aggregates of micro-scale function units. In this sense, we

can draw a ”pseudo-cell” based on reverse ”fractal operation” of human body.

The first layer of inference we can start with establishing functional units in a ”pseudo-

cell”. As we can see in Figure6.4), the ”pseudo-cell” we inferred from human body can

guide us very well on how to categorize existing function units in real cells.
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Figure 6.2: Fractal imaging can be used to simulate ferns

Figure 6.3: The growth of fractal imaging captures the growth of trees
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Figure 6.4: The 1st inference: A pseudo-cell inherits all the basic function units from
human body

Based on the first inference we notice that cell function units correspond to the human

function units. From this observation, we can start our second layer of inference, we may

establish the projection from human organs to cell apparatus(Figure6.5). In this inference,

we think a mechanical pump is necessary and it can be modeled as the joint nexus of a

network which has never-ending actin treadmilling and keeps ”pumping” cargos from cell

center to cell peripheryFigure6.6. And another type of network, depending on their distri-

bution(central or periphery) and their function, we can name the short and dense network

on the cell periphery as ”periphery sensing system”, similar as their counterparts from

human(Figure6.7).And one of the central ”neural fiber” functions as cell memory storage.

Therefore, three types of cytoskeleton fibers should exist in a ”pseudo-cell” in correspon-

dence to each ”network”-like part in human(Figure6.8). Further, if we make a 3rd round

inference and arrange the spatial location of inner cell apparatus according to their coun-

terparts’ location in human body, we may draw a complete and simplified ”pseudo-cell”

in following manner(Figure6.9). In this pseudo cell, a cell is always polarized along the
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Figure 6.5: The 2nd inference: projection from human organ to cell apparatus

major cytoskeleton. One polar of cell is riched in sensory and memory fibers another polar

of cell is riched in secretion units. However the branching direction is, there are 4 major

protrusions that are responsible for cell gripping and moving. And these protrusions are

extensions from a major axis that goes from cell ”head” to ”bottom”. In addition, thin

and sensory fibers exists representing hair along human body. Interestingly, the postulated

animal from the fractal aggregation of this ”pseudo-cell” starts to pick up basic features

of quadrupedsalamander for example) as shown in Figure6.10. This suggests that if the

morphogenesis process may require additional information on cells change relative posi-

tion topologically. One good speculation is we may be able to acquire a fourth layer of

inference from human body and decide the relative ”stiffness/softness”, adherens distribu-

tion and other basic mechanic properties of one single ”pseudo-cell”. In this way, we can

modulate cell division axis, control cell polarity and alignment.This part can also connect

instructive mechanosensing with cell behaviors. Ultimately, we may be able to restore the

complete development process from one cell to an ordered cell aggregates.
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Figure 6.6: The heart of pseudo cell is the nexus of cytoskeleton that has never-ending
actin treadmilling

Figure 6.7: The neural system of a pseudo cell:periphery and central cytoskeleton
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Figure 6.8: The cytoskeleton of a pseudo cell: different fibers perform specific func-
tions

Figure 6.9: The 3rd inference: from the spatial distribution of human organs to single
cell apparatus locations
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Figure 6.10: The 3rd inference: a ”postulated” computational animal after fractal
operation of the ”pseudo” single cell

6.0.2 Tumor cells, rabbits, ecology, and mesoscale characterization

In this section, we will try to interrogate tumor issue by benchmarking it as a “pest con-

trol” or a “species invasion” issue. In this way, one micro-scale issue is scaled up to a

context that we familiar with and helps us to examine the ”tumor event” chronologically

and spatially.

Figure.6.11 summarized the key features shared by tumor issue with “rabbit invasion”

issue. Through this comparison, we can find the surprising similarity between these two

issues. Both tumor cell metastasis and species invasion are driven by high proliferation.

Tumor cells are hidden on the vast somatic hinterland and remodel surrounding ECM as

rabbits hide and build burrows underground. In fact, we can also benchmark tumor related

research (see Figure.6.12) and therapy(see Figure.6.13) accordingly.

Imagine if our current goal is to conquer the rabbits invasion issue. Let’s see our

first solution: using airplanes to spray extreme toxic pesticide from the sky. Under this
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Figure 6.11: Benchmarking tumor issue with ”Exotic rabbits invasion” issue
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Figure 6.12: Benchmarking tumor research with rabbit research
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Figure 6.13: Benchmarking tumor therapy with rabbit population control
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Figure 6.14: What we can learn from ”pest control” strategies?

logic, we need to find a pesticide that only kill exotic rabbits not local animals. However,

what if the only differences between two types of rabbits are coming from the fact that

exotics rabbits reproduce faster and run faster (controlled by hundreds or thousands of

genes)? Are we going to genetically modify the exotic rabbit to exterminate them? If we

can accurately genetically modify each exotic rabbit, why don’t we kill them one by one

directly? This method does not sound very correct. However, I think this is exactly what

we are trying to do in chemotherapy, by orally taking toxic drugs or intradermal injection.

And most patients die of major organ failures. These drugs circulating in our blood are

pesticides on the sky above the rabbit holes.Therefore, rationally one would not consider

simple pestcides(chemotherapy) as an optimal solution. (Figure6.14)

Under this doubt, naturally, one should come up with a better idea, to introduce nat-

ural enemies. In fact, CAR-T has shown extremely good performance on most fluidic

cancers. However, CAR-T is limited in solid tumor due to low infiltration rate. Besides,

CAR-T is hard to reproduce in large quantity; In vitro culture is subject to accidental con-
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Figure 6.15: Maybe a better strategy in tumor treatment

tamination. And too many CAR-T will lead to other health issues like cytokine storm

syndromes(CSS). Besides, T cells can work ”remotely” shuttle between nearby lymph

nodes to distant organs[190]. From our research, we notice that cell and cell has to close

enough to communicate. Therefore, how to prolong the retention of T cells in tumor mi-

croenvironment is criticl. Besides, darwin selection and acquired resistance is another

issue[191]. Similarly in rabbit issue, what happens if we put wolves, foxes and snakes into

the meadow? Uncontrolled wolves, foxes and snakes will skew the environmental balance

and lead to extinction of other animal species again. How to accurately contain wolves,

foxes and snakes will become another round of question.

Now let’s imagine we are a technical and experienced hunter and focus on the rabbit
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issue directly. What would you do? Here is my idea(Figure6.15):

• (1) Firstly, I will use satellite imaging to find any places that look like a bad rabbit

burrow

• (2) Secondly, I will confine the activity region of bad rabbits as early as possible,

for example creating ditches, as a normal rabbit warren does, or by cementing the

burrow. If all the bad rabbits are together in the nest, we then don’t have to spray

pesticides everywhere. In addition, confinement by itself will gradually lead to the

diminish of bad rabbit population due to limited food and water resources.

• (3) Thirdly, I will increase surveillance level and patrolling force by introducing

appropriate number of wolves, snakes and other animals.

• (4) Forth, I will use satellite imaging to closely monitor all water resources that bad

rabbits rely on. When the number of bad rabbits show up near water resources, we

need to repeat (1) and cement/quarantine the burrow again.

If you agree with me that above-mentioned is not a bad idea to deal with invasive

rabbits. What if we go back to the tumor issue and think about a similar strategy:

• (1) Improve diagnostic imaging, to identify the tumor nest(ECM signatures – bur-

row, molecule signatures-confirm the bad rabbit).

• (2) Use a specific tissue glue or a tissue patch to seal the tumor microenvironment

as a whole. This tissue glue will result in a “fibrotic capsule” outside but inside

none of the tumor cells are able to escape. We can let tumor cells die gradually by

themselves, naturally convert to a benign tumor or use a long, ultra-thin needle right

deliver the drugs in and kill them all – without killing cells outside the capsule.

• (3) The microneedle should also provide information on the molecule signatures of

the tumor cells, which gives us a clue what to monitor. In that sense, we can again
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use similar ultra-thin needles to collect sample from nearby lymph nodes and blood

and closely monitor the rest of escaped tumor cells.

• (4) With the collected molecule signatures, we then can start engineer CAR-T and

other immune cells and increase patrolling and also make sure these enhanced cells

are also confined in a local region.

• (5) Keep frequent diagnostic imaging and non-invasive sampling.

The core idea in this therapy strategy is we need to downside the scale of the battlefield

from whole body to a quarantined local region. As long as we have good imaging tool

to trace cell nest, quarantine the bad guys, and then use high precision guns (ultra-thin

needles for example), we have a good chance to win the battle.
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